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EDITORIAL

From the editor

W

e’re getting there. It’s going to happen. Renewables will
replace coal generation. It makes economic and scientific
sense. One of the dawning frustrations for some, however,
is a slow realisation that the transition to clean energy will not
happen overnight, or next week, or next year, or in the 2020s or
2030s or anytime before the end of their careers.
I guess what I’m trying to say, at the risk of getting all
philosophical, is there is a temptation for people to want to mint
some kind of a legacy for themselves in this revolution. When you’re
on the right side of history, what have you got to lose? The truth is
that fortunes will be made and lost before we get the energy system
we’re dreaming about. A lot of money is on the line and opinions are
starting to blaze through the newsfeed. There is an eagerness to
back unproven technology — and for every booster there is a doubter.
Will it get better or worse? On the one hand, we see support for
new transmission and renewable energy zones so sorely needed to
connect clean generation to the grid. On the other hand, the Energy
Security Board has reminded us that getting to 75% renewables is
one thing but making up the last 25% will be dramatically hard.
Does anyone really know what the grid will look like in 50 years’
time? For certain we know there will be lots of unpredictable
generation and lots of storage. We think we know what the
technologies will be, but the truth is we don’t.
There is risk in every revolution. More friction lies ahead, for sure.
Let’s stay together on this. There’s more than one I in transition!

Jeremy Chunn
EcoGeneration editor
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News in brief
NEW TECHNOLOGY, NEW PROJECTS, NEW IDEAS

Halfway point for Mortlake
South Wind Farm
Global wind developer Acciona has reached the halfway point at
its Mortlake South Wind Farm, in south-west Victoria, with the
construction of the eighteenth turbine. Despite a few setbacks as
a result of covid-19 the project is expected to be completed by
June. Once finished, the 157.5MW project will house 35 turbines.
The project has included the successful execution of the
heaviest and highest crane lift at a wind farm in the Southern
Hemisphere. The assembly team combined the nacelle, hub and
drive train on the ground and craned them into place in a single
movement, weighing in at 210 tonnes. This “superlift” has been
completed at 15 of the 18 turbines installed so far.
There have been a couple of challenges along the way, the
developer admits. Covid-19, a particularly wet winter in 2020 and
challenging wind conditions throughout early 2021 contributed to
a delay in the installation schedule.
“Our team is working hard to deliver this important renewable
energy project for Victoria,” said Acciona Energy Australia
managing director Brett Wickham. “[Projects like this] play an
important role in not only greening our state’s energy mix but
also bringing a substantial economic boost, local jobs and industry
development to regional areas.” The towers for the wind farm
were made using Australian steel and manufactured at either

It won’t be long before blades are
turning at Mortlake South.

Keppel Prince in Portland, Victoria, or at Heywards Steel in
Tasmania. Once commissioned, the 35 Nordex generators will
produce enough energy to power more than 117,000 homes.

AGL has entered into agreements to buy
two of Australia’s largest commercial
solar businesses, Epho and Solgen Energy
Group (from Anchorage Capital Partners),
market leading commercial and industrial
solar businesses.
“These acquisitions are another step in
AGL’s energy transition and a clear
example of how we are responding to the
accelerating market forces of customer
demand, community expectation and the
development of technology,” said AGL’s
then managing director Brett Redman.
“With these acquisitions, we will have the
systems and technologies in place to
deliver more than 70MW of commercial
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solar each year, providing a combined
revenue of over $150 million per annum.”
Sydney-based Epho worked on the
delivery of one hundred 100kW systems
over 100 work days for retailer Aldi, and
won the Clean Energy Council solar award
2020 for systems over 240kW.
Epho has also seen success at some
projects with its Bright Thinkers Power
Station solution, which enables exports
and the potential for C&I solar zones to
operate as utility-scale plants.
Solgen, with its headquarters also in
Sydney, was top performer for C&I
installations in 2018 and in recent years
has developed propositions around

short-term power purchase agreements.
“Renewable acquisitions, such as Epho
and Solgen, contribute to AGL’s progress
toward achieving its Climate Statement
commitments, which includes a target of
net zero emissions by 2050,” Redman said.
Established in 2008, Solgen operates a
large wholesale distribution, engineering,
procurement and construction business,
and has delivered thousands of projects in
the past decade.
Epho, formed in 2014, specialises in the
construction and maintenance of largescale systems and has delivered more than
400 projects nationwide.

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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AGL buys C&I solar majors Solgen and Epho
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Homeowners install
batteries at record rates,
despite covid slowdown
Covid-19 has failed to
dampen enthusiasm for solar
storage in Australia, with
more than 31,000 batteries
installed in homes around
the country during 2020 (up
20% from 2019), according
to analysis released today by
solar and storage market
analysts SunWiz.
This brings the cumulative
tally of solar storage systems
installed in Australia to
almost 110,000 batteries. This
includes batteries installed in
homes, commercial premises
and the many large-scale
“big” batteries announced by
state governments and
private companies.
Roughly 9% of new home
solar systems installed in
2020 included a battery,
which is down from the high
of 12% recorded in 2017 but
an improvement on 8%
recorded in 2019. The
capacity of residential
battery storage is also on the
rise (up 27%) as the average
battery size increased.
South Australians are
leading the trend with just
over a quarter (26%) of all
battery installations in 2020
occurring in the state. SunWiz
analysis found state
government incentives played
a major role in driving this
technological trend.
Victoria and NSW were
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close behind with around
a quarter of all battery
installations in each state. On
a per capita basis Queensland
is lagging behind, with 9.6%
of all batteries installed,
despite being home to around
20 of Australians and having
a high proportion of solar
panel installations.
“It was a surprisingly good
year for battery installations
in Australia,” said SunWiz
managing director Warwick
Johnston. “Home battery
systems proved particularly
popular in South Australia
where there is such high
demand from homeowners
that the state government
had to reduce its subsidy in
order to avoid overheating
the market and exhausting
available government funds
too quickly.
“In 2020 Australians
continued to demonstrate a
desire to reduce their power
bills by making the most of
the nation’s abundant and
cheap solar power and
empower themselves with a
battery. Batteries also
continue to demonstrate they
can support the Australian
electricity network.”
In 2021, SunWiz forecasts
an additional 33,000 home
battery installations, plus an
increase in grid-scale storage.

The ACT Government has set its ambitions on adding 250MW
of battery storage within its boundaries, to help it achieve its
target of net zero emissions. The first stage of the project will
begin with a “market sounding” pre-procurement process to
understand how a large-scale battery can be incorporated in
the territory. The storage capacity will be shared among a
variously-sized assets at different locations.
The aggregate storage will provide power to reduce pressure
on the grid, push down electricity prices as more households
move to renewable energy and electric vehicles, and generate
new revenue opportunities for the territory government.
“[The project] may deliver several batteries with a variety of
capacities through one or many organisations,” says ACT coordinator general for climate action Sam Engele. “This may
include a small number of large-scale batteries (50MW-plus), as
well as a larger number of smaller, ‘precinct-scale’ batteries.”
Batteries could be connected to the ACT’s transmission or
distribution network, located at government sites such as bus
depots or co-located with large-scale renewable generation.
The government is hoping its $100 million investment in a
battery “ecosystem” will deliver a return on investment from
provision of grid services and energy arbitrage opportunities,
along with improved grid reliability, a lowering of energy prices
and support for the grid as demand for electricity increases.
“Battery storage technology varies in size, location and core
use,” ACT chief minister Andrew Barr said in a statement. “The
market sounding process will allow industry and key
stakeholder input on the range of possible services and
infrastructure ahead of the procurement phase of the project.”
A co-design workshop with stakeholders will explore delivery
options, outline the role of government and cover system
design considerations and other relevant issues.
The market sounding process will close on May 7.
The new battery capacity will be additional to the storage
included in the territory’s renewable electricity reverse auction
last year, where 200MW of new generation will flow from
Neoen’s Stage 1 Goyder South Wind Farm in South Australia
and GPG’s Stage 2 Berrybank Wind Farm in Victoria.
“This will help Canberra maintain 100% renewable electricity
into the next decade, see the construction of two large-scale
batteries in Canberra, and deliver the best pricing outcome for
residents in the program’s history,” ACT Climate Change and
Sustainability Minister Shane Rattenbury said at the time.
Neoen and GPG will build large-scale batteries located in
Canberra, with the Neoen battery expected to be capable of
powering about 15,000 typical homes for an hour.
“The batteries provide power to help avoid blackouts during
periods of high demand and when large fossil fuel generators
fail in heatwave conditions,” Rattenbury said.

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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ACT calls for 250MW
of battery storage

NEWS IN BRIEF

AEMC signals an
opening for twosecond FCAS
As unpredictable generation from wind
and solar push aside dispatchable coal
supply in the grid, the market for
frequency control ancillary services, or
FCAS, will become more and more busy.
So that the right levers are in place to
manage a more volatile mix, the
Australian Energy Market Commission
has released a draft blueprint for
establishing a two-second frequency
services market into the National
Electricity Market to keep the electricity
system secure.
Fast frequency services will come largely
from batteries, the AEMC says, but also
from wind, solar and potentially from
demand response, where energy users
adapt load in response to market needs.
The new services will respond in two
seconds or less, compared with the existing
fastest services of six seconds.
There are currently eight markets for
FCAS, which help to correct any frequency
deviations. The AEMC is proposing to
introduce a new type of service called fast
frequency response, with a response time
of two seconds or less.
“System security is the most critical
issue in the National Electricity Market and

a key priority area for the commission,”
said AEMC chief executive Benn Barr. “Our
draft determination paves the way for
valuing new types of fast-response
services that can keep the system in a
secure operating state — balancing
electricity supply and demand in real time.
Achieving that balance through stable
frequency means the system can ride
through most power disturbances.”
Frequency on the NEM must stay within
a range around 50Hz otherwise power
system components such as generators
and network elements may not operate
correctly and trip off the system as a selfprotection mechanism. Large imbalances
can be caused by faults causing large
generators or large consumers to

disconnect from the system or storms
damaging major transmission towers.
Massive continuously spinning
machinery in coal, hydro and gas-fired
power stations acts as a buffer against
changes in frequency but as flighty solar
and wind replace them the level of inertia
in the system is forecast to decline.
Fast frequency response will become
very important in keeping the grid stable
as we move to a highly renewable grid,
which will inherently be a low-inertia
system, Energy Synapse managing director
Marija Petkovic said.
“Batteries are capable of responding
within hundreds of milliseconds — far
quicker than any other asset in the grid.
Hence, batteries are already technically
capable of providing fast frequency
response, but because there has been no
market for this service (and hence no
compensation mechanism), batteries have
not been compensated for providing this
valuable service,” Petkovic said. “This rule
change will bring us a step closer to valuing
the full benefits that batteries can provide
to the grid, which will in turn strengthen
the investment case for battery storage.”
The draft determination is part of a suite
of long-term measures the AEMC says it is
preparing to ensure security and reliability
as the energy mix changes. It is the first of
the new markets to value system services
and introduces arrangements to allow the
Australian Energy Market Operator to
procure fast frequency response services.

Images supplied

Holt to host
country’s largest
private gridsupport battery
Canberra infrastructure and renewables
development company Elvin Group will
install Australia’s first commercial urban
large scale-based utility battery. The new
battery will form an essential part of
electricity infrastructure that will supply
north Canberra suburbs of Holt and
Ginninderry and represents the first
installation in Australia to supplement an
urban power supply on a large-scale.
The 5MWh battery will have the
capacity to service the energy needs of
about 5,400 households for an hour and
will also stand ready to pump power into
the grid in the event of a shortfall.
As the project is expanded, batteries
can be placed at strategic sites around
the grid to inject bursts of power to fill
gaps in dispatchable supply through a
virtual power plant.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

Elvin Group’s Vic Elvin and
Sam Blackadder are ready to
connect the ACT.
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

When it comes to electricity
peaking services, batteries
beat gas hands down, writes
Clean Energy Council CEO
Kane Thornton.

D

espite what some in the Federal
Coalition and conservative media
would have you believe, it is now
undeniable that Australia’s energy future is
renewable. Every Australian state and
territory government has acknowledged this
– regardless of political allegiance – and the
market bodies have already begun mapping
out what the transition to a clean energybased electricity system will look like.
The Australian Energy Market Operator
(AEMO) is leading the way on this front,
with the latest iteration of its Integrated
System Plan anticipating that an additional
26 to 50GW of new large-scale renewable
energy generation will be needed in the
National Electricity Market by 2040 to
replace Australia’s retiring coal-fired
generators. To support this massive influx of
new renewable generation, the majority of
which will be large-scale wind and solar,
AEMO has signalled that 6 to 19GW of new
dispatchable resources will be needed.
A decade ago, this would have been
provided by gas, which was touted as the
ideal transition fuel from coal to renewables.
However, steep price rises for gas, combined
with rapid technological advances for
storage technology and the growing
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urgency of the climate emergency, mean
that gas is no longer the preferred
dispatchable resource. Technologies such as
pumped hydro, large-scale battery storage,
distributed batteries, virtual power plants
and other demand-side participation are
now seen as the best options to firm up our
increasingly renewable electricity system.
The Morrison Government had a strong
preference for a “gas-fired recovery” from
the covid-19 pandemic, which extends to the
use of gas to firm up the changing electricity
system. However, analysis released by the
Clean Energy Council – Battery Storage:
The New, Clean Peaker – rejects this plan,
finding gas is no longer fit-for-purpose in a
21st-century electricity system.

BETTER ON ANY MEASURE
The Clean Energy Council’s study compared
a new 250MW gas peaker with a new
250MW four-hour grid-scale battery, both
built in NSW and operating over a 20-year
period. The report found that large-scale
battery storage is already a far superior
choice than gas for electricity peaking
services, based on cost, flexibility, services
to the network and emissions.
When it comes to cost, the study found a
four-hour battery provides savings of more
than 30% on a levelised cost of energy basis,
providing energy for $156/MWh compared
to $234/MWh for a gas peaker. Notably, the
battery also outperformed gas on capital
costs, an area where batteries have
traditionally struggled to compete, offering
a 25% saving compared to a gas peaker.

Neoen was an early mover in utility-scale
storage with the Hornsdale Power Reserve.

These substantial price differences will
only grow in future as battery prices
continue to decline, with the US’s National
Renewable Energy Laboratory forecasting
that the cost of batteries could fall as much
as 63% between now and 2030 due to
technological advances and increased
economies of scale.
In addition to their cost advantages,
batteries also provide a superior peaking
service compared to gas, offering a faster
ramp rate, higher accuracy and betterquality frequency response. They also
provide a more comprehensive range of
network services, including digital inertia,
voltage support, system strength and fast
frequency response.
Real-world examples of these services
have already been seen with the Hornsdale
Power Reserve. Since it was commissioned
in 2018, Australia’s biggest battery has saved
South Australian consumers millions of
dollars by providing frequency control
ancillary services, helped to keep the lights
on during major network events and
unscheduled coal outages, and delivered
grid-scale inertia services in a world-first to
help stabilise the South Australian
electricity grid.
Batteries will also be used for other vital
services in the future. For instance, the
300MW/450MWh Victorian Big Battery,
currently under construction, will help to
unlock an additional 250MW of peak
capacity on the Victoria-NSW
interconnector, saving millions of dollars in
expensive transmission upgrades.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Batteries
hit their peak
as gas phases out

INDUSTRY UPDATE

While the future applications of batteries
have almost unlimited potential, gas
projects come with risks. First among these
is the price of gas, which has a significant
impact on the economic feasibility of gasfired peaking services. While the Clean
Energy Council’s study assumed a gas price
of $6.50/GJ – which still resulted in a new
gas peaker costing 30% than a four-hour
battery – AEMO forecasts that gas prices
will increase by almost $4/GJ between now
and 2032, further undermining the case for
gas peaking services.

RISKS OUTWEIGH BENEFITS
As the world increases its climate change
ambitions, carbon risk also becomes a
significant consideration for gas-fired power
stations. This may make finance more
difficult to procure, increase insurance
premiums and raise the prospect of early
closure, all of which would further diminish
the business case for a new gas-fired peaker.
Gas-fired generation also comes with
operational risks from planned and
unplanned maintenance outages, which will
increase as the growth of variable
renewable generation forces gas plants to
ramp more often, causing more wear-and-

tear that will shorten their technical lives.
In contrast, batteries have higher
availability due to the requirement for less
maintenance and can offer guaranteed fixed
power and energy for over 20 years.
One area where gas does outperform
batteries is in duration of storage, with a
gas-fired plant able to keep generating
power as long as it has a steady supply of
gas. Of course, for longer-duration storage,
gas plants will be competing against hydro
power, which has demonstrated its
effectiveness and increasing cost
competitiveness for long-duration storage.
However, the demand spikes that peaking
services are designed to meet typically
range from a few minutes to a couple of
hours. This is supported by the market’s
clear preference for two to four hours of
storage duration, with several recent storage
announcements seeking this capacity.
As the Clean Energy Council’s analysis

shows, the case for the widespread use of
batteries to provide firming support to the
electricity system is impossible to ignore.
On almost any measure – cost, emissions,
flexibility, risk – batteries are the superior
option for peaking services. This has already
been recognised by governments and
developers around Australia, who have
announced 15 large-scale battery storage
projects this year alone, representing 6.6GW
of capacity and $4.3 billion in investment.
It’s time for the federal government to
also acknowledge the potential of batteries
by abandoning its gas-fired fantasy for the
electricity sector and embracing the
compelling potential of batteries in
Australia’s clean energy transition.
The report Battery Storage: The New, Clean
Peaker can be found
at cleanenergycouncil
.org.au/cleanpeaker

Kane Thornton has more than a decade’s experience in energy
policy and leadership in the development of the renewable energy
industry. His column is a regular feature in EcoGeneration, where
he analyses industry trends and explains the impacts of federal
and state renewable policies on the energy sector.
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•
•
•
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CONCENTRATED SOLAR POWER

Mount Isa looks to
50MW solar thermal storage

R

egardless of a tendency to tower over
sandy barren plains, forms of
generation that rely on storing the
sun’s heat focused by a field of mirrors have
been slow to prove themselves.
The biggest disappointment was the
failure of SolarReserve to attract backing for
its 165MW Aurora facility in South
Australia. The biggest success, meanwhile,
has been the system installed at Sundrop
Farms in South Australia, which can
generate up to 39MW and helps its owner
turn out endless shiny truss tomatoes.
The technology suits dry, hot locations,
which is part of the reason why Australian
concentrated solar thermal power company
Vast Solar has attracted financial backing
from Queensland government-owned
Stanwell Energy to look into the feasibility
for a 50MW solar thermal plant in Mount
Isa, north-west Queensland.
“Once you get the technology right, it will
be the cheapest form of dispatchable
renewable energy in hot dry places,” says
Vast Solar CEO Craig Wood. “We’re quite
confident in that.”
The $600 million plant would supply
Mount Isa and the North West Minerals

Province, which is not connected to the
NEM. Vast is offering a modular solution
where fields of heliostat mirrors focus the
sun onto collecting towers. The heat is
captured in liquid sodium metal and then
transferred to salt, where it is stored to use
to create steam to then drive a turbine to
free electrons into the grid.
“We have dispatchable renewable
energy because that storage means that
we can hold the energy in the salt until
such time as the electricity is needed,”
Wood tells EcoGeneration.
The salt reserves typically stay above
550°C, whereas the sodium heated by the
focused sunlight reaches about 580°C.
Vast started work on a pilot plant in 2014
that was connected to the grid in 2018,
where each tower collects heat from 700
heliostats. At Mount Isa Wood anticipates
more than 2,000 heliostats will be directed
at each tower, with 30 towers planned for.
“The system is getting larger, each of the
modules is getting bigger, but the concept
remains the same.”
The heliostats are fitted with a drive
mechanism so they can focus the sun’s rays
onto the tower from sun-up to sundown.
The plant will provide night-time energy,
alloyed to PV and a battery for daytime.
A bank of gas engines stands in reserve for
those times when the solar output is
affected by lousy weather or the thermal
storage is depleted in the morning.
“The secret is there are four assets that

A hot form of storage
that suits far-off places.
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are dispatched as part of a system to deliver
50MW of flat supply to run mines in the
Mount Isa region,” Wood says.
Vast Solar is a developer and part-owner
of the project with Stanwell, and
“importantly” it will be supplying
equipment. The heliostats will be assembled
at a facility on the site. “Heliostats are
relatively fragile once they’re assembled;
you don’t want to be shipping assembled
heliostats around the world,” Wood says.
A 50MW project is “smaller than you
would ideally like” to make the Vast
technology deliver energy at a competitive
cost, Wood says. “The way CSP works is it’s
really once turbines get to 100MW that the
energy starts being very cheap.”
Nevertheless, he is confident Vast will be
able to deliver against the $100/MWh target
identified in the federal government’s Lowemissions Technology Statement.
“Our internal target has always been
$US50/MWh. We believe you’ve got to be
that cheap to be built at scale and form a
meaningful part of the transition we have to
go through,” he says.

ON TRACK
The pilot project has shown Vast Solar to be
“a global leader” in the use of liquid sodium
in CSP, Wood says. “We got some stuff
wrong at the pilot plant, there’s no
question,” but overall it has been measured
to be a success when assessed on sourcing
components, testing designs and
establishing supply chains.
Mount Isa is a textbook case study for
subsequent plants, he reckons. It makes
sense anywhere where there is good solar
resource, a large electrical load, an ore body
that allows for longevity and confidence for
long-term capital for a renewable project,
and where energy is currently fossil-based
and pumped a long way. Those four things
are perfect ingredients for a Mount Isa-style
project as “absolutely the cheapest way to
run that asset”.
Construction is expected to start near the
middle of 2022. Stanwell and Vast are
splitting the $10 million bill for the study.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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The arid, disconnected region
is well suited for concentrated
solar thermal, says technology
developer Vast Solar.

HRESYS 48 VOLT SOLAR ENERGY
STORAGE SYSTEMS FULLY WIRED
CABINETS TO AS/NZS 5139
Australian designed and assembled with full engineering
support.
Proven LiFePO4 cell to ensure maximum battery cycle
life and highest safety.
Fast Charge Capability.
Maintenance Free.
IP 22 cabinet fully wired to AS/NZS 5139.
All fully wired systems in a 600 x 600 footprint include
HRESYS rack mountable LiFePO4 (lithium iron
phosphate) battery modules/ shelves/ switchgear/ MCBS/
cabling/ busbars/ labelling etc.
Cabinet description: IP22 fully welded frame complete with
19 inch rails front door metal frame with Perspex door fully
lockable/ perforated metal rear door/ side panels and top
panel raised for airflow with levelling feet, black leather
*
powder coat finish.
*The actual product may vary from the images shown.
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CEC clean energy report
profiles year of rapid growth
Looking back on 2020, the
Clean Energy Council
describes an industry that
refused to let a global
pandemic stand in its way.

D

A record 1,097MW of wind energy
generation was completed last year.

2GW in new capacity. Utility-scale solar
made up 893MW and wind 1,097MW of the
total, a new record for wind.
By the end of the year 76 large-scale wind
and solar projects were under construction,
worth more than 8GW.
Completions around the country included
the 226MW Murra Warra Wind Farm
(Stage 1), the 184MW Warradarge Wind
Farm, the 148MW Cattle Hill Wind Farm,
132MW Mt Gellibrand Wind Farm (Stage 1),
126MW Lincoln Gap Wind Farm (Stage 1),
110MW Bungala Solar Farm (Stage 2) and

ANNUAL INSTALLED WIND CAPACITY
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the 105MW Nevertire Solar Farm. It was
also a breakaway year for storage of all sizes,
with 23,796 residential batteries installed in
2020 and 16 utility-scale batteries making
595MW of capacity under construction at
year’s end.
Clear policy signals sent by some state
governments also cleared the way for future
growth, including the NSW government’s
Electricity Infrastructure Roadmap which
targets 12GW of new transmission capacity
and the construction of three renewable
energy zones.
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ANNUAL SOLAR PV INSTALLATIONS
Installed capacity (MW)

Solar PV systems installed annually (‘000)

espite the angst and associated
economic turmoil of a global
pandemic, 2020 turned out to be a
surprisingly good year for renewable energy
in Australia. In fact, it was pretty fantastic.
In its annual roundup of the sector,
the Clean Energy Council pointed to record
connections for wind and rooftop solar
and the acceleration of storage as evidence
that the transition of the National
Electricity Market to renewables is set in
determined motion.
In just four years, clean energy generation
in the grid has increased by 10 percentage
points, from 17% in 2017 to 27% last year.
“This represents a massive
transformation that makes Australia’s
electricity system cheaper, more reliable
and, most importantly, cleaner,” says CEC
chief executive Kane Thornton in the Clean
Energy Australia Report 2021.
“But the best news is that the shift is
showing no sign of slowing down.”
Small-scale solar enjoyed a fourthstraight record-breaking year, with more
than 3GW of capacity added in 2020. The
average system increased to 8.04kW, up
from 7.72kW in 2019.
Large-scale wind and solar saw 32
projects completed last year, worth almost

SOLAR

As the problem of exported solar gets mainstream attention,
solutions will become ever more inventive.

S

urplus solar is a good problem to have,
but it’s still a problem. Solar energy
that is exported to the grid because
there is no use for it – or no battery – in the
business or household that owns the PV
system can cause issues in some networks.
As more rooftop solar is connected, the
problem grows.
The Australian Energy Market
Commission is recommending rule changes
that could see PV owners charged for
exports, which would incentivise selfconsumption or investment in storage. More
broadly, some networks are installing
community batteries to absorb solar exports
and the Federal Labor Government has even
committed to spend $200 million to install
400 community batteries across the country
should it win the next election.
As the problem of exported solar energy
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finally trickles into mainstream
consciousness, interesting solutions are
being pitched to consumers.
In Sydney, window furnishings company
Hunter Douglas has worked out a way to sell
the electricity generated by its 800kW
rooftop system that is generated outside
weekday work hours.
Hunter Douglas has partnered with
energy retailer Simply Energy in its Solar
Sharing Plan, which is enabled by
Powertracer software developed by Enosi.
The smarts in the platform allow for solar
exports to be allocated to employees whose
energy needs typically spike on the
weekends when they are at home. This
energy also comes at a discount to gridsupplied energy.
Powertracer works by matching
generation with consumption, using data

TO YOUR DOOR
A different kind of incentive is being offered
by Carlton & United Breweries, where beer
drinkers who sign up to electricity retailer
Diamond Energy have the option of
exchanging every $30 of exported solar
energy for a case of Victoria Bitter, delivered
to their home (so long as a few terms and
conditions are honoured).
“There are only 500 spots available,” says
Victoria Bitter general manager marketing
Brian Phan. “While we want to have more
people exchanging solar credit for beer
down the track, for now any beer lover who
wants to participate should sign-up quickly
at vbsolarexchange.com.au.”
Anyone who misses out can obviously
take the amount credited by their existing
retailer for exported solar and spend it on
any beer they like. Or food.
Carlton’s beer-for-solar program is enabled
by peer-to-peer trading software developed
by Perth-based company Power Ledger.
In 2018 the brewer signed a 12-year
power purchase agreement for
74,000MWh a year of renewable energy
from the 112MW Karadoc Solar Farm near
Mildura, Victoria.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Export solutions
… sell it to staff or
trade it for beer

from smart meters at the producer’s and
user’s ends. The technology works at any
scale, from utility to residential, says Enosi
CEO Steve Hoy. “The Hunter Douglas solar
system exports quite a bit, on weekends and
holidays and so forth,” he says. “They’re a
customer of Simply Energy and so are the
staff joining up to the plan, so a trade is
created on Powertracer where we match
excess energy with staff consumption.”
For every kilowatt-hour that is matched,
Simply Energy’s billing system credits the
customer 5 cents. Simply pitched the idea to
Hunter Douglas when it was asked to submit
a tender for its energy supply. Although
Simply’s bid was not the lowest, Hunter
Douglas saw value in the extra dynamic of
selling discounted surplus solar to its staff
and signed up with the retailer.
If Hunter Douglas can do it, then so can
owners of many other commercial and
industrial solar systems. “The key to this is
to engage the staff, to bring them into it,”
Hoy says. “That will be the key to the
success of these plans.” Depending on the
enthusiasm and number of connected staff,
the ability to sell exported solar may also be
an excuse to oversize an existing rooftop
system. Consumers only need a smart meter,
which in this case is being supplied free by
Simply. They needn’t have solar at home.

STORAGE

EV energy earns second life
in C&I battery option
An Australian company is
working on a 120kWh battery
suitable for commercial and
industrial applications.

R

ooftop solar is a fairly safe investment
in the commercial and industrial
sectors, with instant bill savings and
revenue from large-scale generation
certificates. But batteries have been a harder
sell. Until the prices come down, they’re
seen as simply too expensive.
One way around that little problem is to
make them using cells from batteries in
electric vehicles that have reached the end
of the road. The power packs in EVs are
generally replaced when they reach 80%
capacity, which means there is plenty of life
in them for sturdy commercial purposes.
Melbourne-based company Relectrify
sees so much potential in the C&I storage
market it is working on delivering
commercial-scale battery and inverter
systems in a modular 36kW/120kWh format,
using second-life EV batteries.
The initial production run of 20 units, a
project worth about $3.3 million, has
attracted $1.49 million in funding from
ARENA. The modular design allows for
capacity up to 2.4MWh, or 20 units, using
single-cable AC connection.

Image supplied

THE RIGHT FIT
Relectrify decided on a 36kW configuration
about a year ago as it was developing and
piloting a 18kW/60kWh unit and noticed
most inquiries were for batteries around the
100kWh-plus mark. A unit about 120kWh
will fit most applications in commercial and
industrial, it figures, although the company
is considering a scaled-down product into
the residential sector.
Businesses will benefit from batteries – if
they can be made affordable.
“The economic case for battery storage in
the range we’re in – from 100kWh to
1-2MWh – typically does not stack up,” says
Relectrify partnerships manager product
David Sleightholme.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Be careful, there are li-ions in this wardrobe.

Solar can pay for itself in as little as five
years, but it’s far more difficult to justify the
case for battery storage. Sleightholme says
the Relectrify technology is about 30-40%
cheaper than a new solution, an estimate
which factors in the company’s battery
management inverter technology alongside
the second-hand EV battery packs. “It’s a
double benefit,” he says.
A lot of inquiries relate to diesel genset
augmentation, where a battery can
complement a genset running intermittently
at high efficiency. “The cost savings there,
not just in fuel but transporting the fuel to
remote sites, is seeing a payback of less than
three years,” Sleightholme says.
He describes a sweet spot for lithium-ion
below $US300/kWh before it appeals to
buyers in the C&I sector. “Whether it’s new
or repurposed, that’s where it can really
start to see a lot more take-up.”
Two test units are sitting in the Relectrify
factory, awaiting AS4777 certification, and
Sleightholme can’t say yet where the other
18 will be deployed although he expects
some will be headed into service in off-grid

systems, to support peak demands at utility
level and in EV charging support.
The cells come from Nissan Leafs that
have been running about the roads of US
cities for the past five to seven years.
Relectrify’s patented software is a combined
battery management system and inverter
which operates at the cell level.
“In a second-hand pack you will have a
varying degree of degradation of capacity of
cells; it’s almost unavoidable,” he says. “Some
cells might be down at 70% while others could
still be at 85%, but you can’t discharge the
pack with traditional technology beyond the
weakest series-connected cell. We get over
that by orchestrating the discharge so we take
more from cells that have still got good
capacity and less from those that are weaker.”
He says the software unlocks an extra
20-30% cycle life in new and repurposed
packs. Relectrify estimates a technical life
of 3,000 cycles, which works out close to the
10-year warranty on a new battery.
A unit installed in 2019 with American
Electric Power in Ohio has put through
more than 25MWh over 500 cycles so far.
June 2021 ecogeneration
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What energy market research
tells us about the outlook for
renewables and the flexibility
of coal and gas.

A

ttendees at energy conferences real
or virtual all know that PowerPoint
slides only seem to ever include
forecasts. As presenters one after another
outline their view of the energy transition,
all the audience ever sees are projections
of the future – all of which will turn out to
be wrong.
Sector participants in the here and now,
however, want real data. It’s a connected
system, after all, so the clearer the picture of
business conditions among competitors the
better the chance of astute allocation of
funds or delivery of services.
As investment grows and the pipeline of
new projects fills, developers and energy
suppliers crave transparency in the market.
Their calls for qualified data are starting to
be met.
The Generator Report Card 2018 and
Generator Statistical Digest for 2019 and
2020 are the combined work of GlobalRoam, a software company, and Greenview
Strategic Consulting, who claim regulators,

It turns out that the large coal and gas plants
are not as inflexible as we’ve all been held to
believe — or as politicians have been told.
20 |
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government departments, investment banks
and generators big and small as their clients.
“They use the reports to understand how
generators have actually been performing
over time,” says Paul McArdle, the
managing director of Global-Roam.
It’s an improvement, he believes, on
relying on internal reports from generators
and misinterpreting the effects on a
connected network.
“The big generators might use the GSD
[Generator Statistical Digest] to understand
what’s happening with their competition,”
he says. “If they’re a new wind or solar
plant, for instance, they might look at how
often their competition is being subject to
constraint, how they are performing from a
dispatch target performance perspective
and who is paying what in terms of FCAS
[frequency control ancillary services] costs,
because the way it is apportioned by AEMO
is quite complex.”

NUMBERS THAT MATTER
The cost of generators’ “causer pays”
obligations, or what they must pay to keep
frequency stable at a four-second level, are
shared among generators using a complex
method, he says. To understand a
generator’s efficiency, then, means
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Power in
numbers

ENERGY TRANSITION

unravelling the output of a set of
calculations to get to an estimation of the
input variables used by the Australian
Energy Market Operator (AEMO). This is
the nut that Global-Roam and Greenview
say they have cracked. “We’ve coded it up in
order to reverse engineer who paid what
through calendar 2020,” McArdle says.
“The AEMO’s responsibility is keeping the
lights on and running the market; they don’t
see their job as making things
understandable, making data useful.”
The research is as useful to generators in
the market as it is to developers eager to join
it. “It starts to put real numbers around
what have traditionally been guesses on a
spreadsheet,” says Greenview Strategic
Consulting managing director and former
trader for AGL’s Loy Yang power station
Jonathan Dyson, indicating it was common
only a few years ago for developers to
underestimate the cost of FCAS. “Now, it’s a
key cost item that needs to be taken into
account at the very start.”

CAPACITY FACTORS
Everything is in flux in the energy world as
renewables upset the steady delivery from
centralised plant. That doesn’t mean
developers should hang their hopes too
much on forecasts, McArdle says. “You need
to have a clear view on what’s happened in
history in order to sanity-check what your
consultant might be telling you in terms of a
revenue forecast,” he says.
Take the example of a developer of a new
solar or wind project making assumptions
about capacity factors. The team’s
statistical digest shows in many cases
capacity factors well below analysts’
forecasts used in development and approval
stages. “It helps the penny drop for new
developers to wonder, well, am I wearing
rose-coloured glasses?”
Dyson says he has seen business proposals
for wind projects with forecasts for capacity
factors around 45-50%, whereas most plants
are achieving 25-40%.
The cost of generators supplying part of
the FCAS market is one thing but as
Hornsdale Power Reserve proved there is
considerable profit in trading all facets of it.
It’s a situation that’s unlikely to last,
however. “Hornsdale entering the market
did a lot to drop price, while still earning
them a decent return,” McArdle says.
“Another competitor coming into the
market might kill the price entirely.”
In the long term, the replacement of
dispatchable generation with semiwww.ecogeneration.com.au

‘AEMO’s responsibility is keeping the lights on
and running the market; they don’t see their job
as making data useful.’
Paul McArdle, Global-Roam
scheduled renewables would only indicate
the FCAS market is destined to get much
deeper and more active.

FLEXIBLE FRIENDS
If operators of coal-fired power stations
come across as being stuck-in-the-mud,
Dyson says a look at the output for 2020
shows some surprising nuances. “The coal
fleet is changing,” he says, with the
Queensland generators in particular
shown to have lowered their minimum
generation operating levels to
accommodate renewables. “It might cost
them a little bit more money in the very
short term, but that’s a much cheaper cost
than turning the plant off and having to
restart it again,” he says.
So, as wind and solar rise, thermal plants
are changing their generation profiles. But
there will come a point, Dyson says, where
there won’t be any room to make changes to
the output of the thermal fleet.
An example is “two shifting”, he says,
where thermal generators will keep boilers
and turbines warm while producing zero
megawatts, so the cost of restarting is
minimised. “But we haven’t seen twoshifting broadly across the industry yet,” he
says. “There is a long way to go before we
reach what I consider the absolute
minimum levels of generation, where it is
uneconomic.”
The large coal and gas plants, then, are
not as inflexible as we’ve all been held to
believe – or as politicians have been briefed.
“It depends where you read things,”
McArdle says. “There are physical
parameters and commercial parameters,
and you need to be aware of which ones are
being talked about.”
Technically, a plant may be capable of
cycling within a wide range of output;
commercially, it’s owners may have
preferred not to do so – in the past – because
it would have cost more.
Thermal generators can handle steep
afternoon ramps “to an extent”, says Dyson,
whose clients are generally wind and solar
developers. Look at South Australia, he says.
On Sunday October 11 last year, solar
supplied 100% of demand in the state.
Remarkable. What didn’t make the world

news, however, was that by the time the sun
set on the same day, gas was supplying 100%
of electricity in the state.
“The gas had gone from incredibly low
levels to incredibly high levels in four
hours,” he says. “It’s a really interesting
perspective when you sit back and look at
how some of these things are happening, to
keep that balanced view.”

THE RIGHT WAY TO RETIRE
It pays to be technology-agnostic when
interpreting and presenting past data, in fact
it is essential to be unbiased. But do McArdle
and Dyson have any views on what would be
the right way or the wrong way for large
thermal generators to approach their
inevitable retirement? “Technically you
might be able to rebuild a plant so that it
could live forever but commercially that’s
impractical,” McArdle says. “The coal plant
that are operating now will have a useful life,
at the end of which they will retire. Beyond
that, no sane person is going to be building a
coal plant in the NEM into the future.”
No-one’s got their head in the sand, he
says. The owners of coal plant are investing
in making their assets more flexible. That
means they’ll be able to ramp quicker and/or
go to lower minimum loads and stay on.
“They can do all of that and maintain
reliability,” he says.
Dyson suspects Liddell, one of AGL’s coal
stations in NSW, is setting an example by
reducing the pressure in its boiler, to lower
the risk of outages while sustaining output.
“It means they can’t generate to 2,000MW
but they can generate to 1,500MW,” he says.
Does that mean the owners are slacking off?
No. Over the past two years the plant had
generated more energy on average than it
had in the previous years. “It’s generated at
higher capacity factors by modifying its
operating profile.”
McArdle sums it up. “There are things
you can do to manage your risk and things
you can do to maximise your opportunity.”
The same goes for wind and solar, of course,
and he mentions a solar plant he’d been
watching that morning that was being
“tossed around by constraint activity”.
A different approach to bidding may have
helped its efforts, is his conclusion.
June 2021 ecogeneration
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Large-scale solar hasn’t lost
its shine: CEC forum panel
Is the utility-scale PV market under stress or growing into a new stage of maturity?
The Clean Energy Council Large-scale Solar Forum included a panel session which looked
at the past to predict the future.

BOOM LEADS TO…
Before answering the question directly,
Rystad Energy senior renewables analyst
Australia David Dixon provided a quick
summary of how we got here. The past five
years have seen rapid growth, he said.
Before 2017, the market consisted of
megawatt-scale projects that relied on
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government grants. Things got serious in
2017, however, with 19 utility-scale plants
larger than 20MW starting construction, or
1.4GW in total capacity with most of it in
Queensland. Investors saw high energy
prices, high large-scale generation
certificate prices and high marginal loss
factors (meaning high conversion of
generation to revenue) as a big green light to
commit funds.
“Marginal loss factors were higher in the
rural parts of the grid where you would
want to connect utility PV assets,” Dixon
said. “North Queensland was better than
south Queensland, Broken Hill had a very
high MLF; it was signalling that you could
put utility PV in these parts of the grid.”
By 2018, another 19 projects greater than
20MW were being built, for 2GW capacity
and with about half in NSW. It was too
much for some, with RCR Tomlinson
crumpling under the strain. A year later,
construction had halved to 1GW and some
owners were hit with MLF losses.
Bushfires were next, followed by covid-19.

Still, the industry completed another 1GW
of solar farms in the year.
This year, a rise in shipping and
commodity input costs for PV are pushing
capex costs up, affecting margins and
delaying start dates. “A final underlying
theme is the diminishing amount of network
capacity to connect into,” Dixon said.

NEW NORMAL
Edify Energy CEO and founder John Cole
sees a glass half full. The initial rollout of
projects a few years ago wasn’t normal, he
said, “it was exceptional”. What may look
like a lull since then reflects rationalisation
in what is “a tough market”. “There was a
digestion of the gigawatts [of large-scale
solar] … needing to be operationalised, and
that’s taken a lot more energy and effort
than I think was anticipated,” Cole said.
Edify Energy has developed solar projects
in Queensland, Victoria and NSW and built
the 25MW Gannawarra Energy Storage
System in Victoria, but Cole still sees “lots of
opportunity in the market … I’m not a big
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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T

he transition to renewables is well
underway, with a full pipeline of wind
and solar projects buoyed by
enthusiastic state clean energy targets
regardless of a lack of ambition at federal
level. At the Clean Energy Council’s Largescale Solar Forum 2021, CEC director of
clean energy generation Anna Freeman
asked a cross-sector panel for their
assessment of the market.
Regardless of a vast amount of coal
generation to come offline over the next 20
years there appears to be a slowdown in
financial commitment to renewables,
Freeman said. What is the outlook for largescale solar?

SOLAR

fan of the doom and gloom story”. An
improvement in MLF factors this year is
another reason to be upbeat, he said.

SOLAR SLOWDOWN
Octopus Investments Australia managing
director Sam Reynolds, who saw plenty of
action in renewables as head of the global
group’s operation in London working across
the UK, European and Australian markets,
said delivery of a huge amount of projects on
a long and skinny grid was always going to
be hard. If it looks today as if the market has
cooled then perhaps it’s “a solar slowdown
that needed to happen”. Solar farms are
safe-yielding, “kind of boring assets, as
that’s what they should be”, he said. The
best quality projects will go ahead and get
access to power purchase agreements. “Our
plans are quite ambitious in Australia for
the future.”
Building “the best quality projects”,
however, is getting harder, as the CEC’s
Freeman pointed out. Maoneng Australia
director of development Allison Hawke
agreed. “We’ve moved past the stage of the
low-hanging fruit,” she said. “We are at a
stage where we are saturating available
capacity on the network and still waiting on
improvements in technology to address the
next stage of growth.”
State targets mandate a lot more growth
over the decade, Hawke said, but developers
are likely to be looking at sites that are less
than ideal. At the same time, they’ve learned
a great deal over the past five years and will
be keenly aware of the risks of curtailment
in grid-connection issues.

State targets mandate
a lot more growth over
the decade, but
developers are likely to
be looking at sites that
are less than ideal.
developers and regulators understand how
inverter technology can work for them.
“Inverter manufacturers truly
understand the key points from AEMO’s
side,” he said. “Fast forward 20 years and
this whole network will have to rely on
power electronics.”

NOT SO FAST
The cruellest product of solar’s success has
been negative pricing, which can strike
around peak output. In 2018 any typical
month for markets in the NEM may have
included about 20 hours’ of negative pricing,
said Rystad’s Dixon, but these days levels
are about 200 hours’ a month. “It’s gone up
an order of magnitude,” he said.
The obvious solution is to invest in
storage and Dixon says the pipeline for
lithium-ion batteries has blown out from
2.3GW in 2018 to 29GW today, although
most of that is “intentional”. Financing
these storage projects may be tough, he said,
as “the arbitrage spread is too small relative

to the cost of the battery and the ancillary
services market is pretty thin”.
Hawke from Maoneng said for investors
to back batteries with confidence we need to
see consistent political commitment to clean
energy, although, she then said, “we take a
view that the time for government
intervention is coming to an end”.
Government policy directed at marketbased mechanisms would be more effective
than its possibly distortionary effects on
project investment, she said.

CONVICTION INVESTING
Cole admitted Edify wouldn’t have been
able to deliver the 25MW Gannawarra
Energy Storage System in Victoria without
financial support from ARENA and the state
government. Negative prices are good when
you’re a battery-owner but it’s the arbitrage
that matters and it’s still challenging.
“Batteries are conviction investing,
because the economics today are a
challenge,” he said, before predicting that
new revenue streams will emerge for
owners of storage assets.
As to the next 10 years, Dixon sees utilityscale solar overtaking rooftop; Reynolds
says we will all be driving electric vehicles
by 2030; Hawke predicts foreign powers
may influence Australia’s transition to
renewables in our domestic electricity
market, and; Cole said, “Australia may grasp
the opportunity that’s staring it in the face
to become an energy superpower.”
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DEVELOP IN-HOUSE EXPERTISE
Reynolds at Octopus knows a little about the
difficulty of connecting a plant, having
endured a few setbacks with the 275MW
Darlington Point Solar Farm in NSW. The
key learnings, he said, are: strengthening
internal grid knowledge and ability to
communicate with the Australian Energy
Market Operator and grid operators “on
their level”, and bringing engineering
capabilities in-house. To stay ahead of
problems in the future Octopus has hired
four engineers, including two from grid
operator AusNet. Connection needs to be
done “on a collaborative basis [with AEMO
and grid operators] … to make these things
work”, he said. “That creates the
opportunity for getting the best projects, if
you have in-house expertise.”
Cole at Edify believes concerns about
system strength will be levelled out as
www.ecogeneration.com.au

THE PANEL:
John Cole, CEO and founder Edify Energy (top row, middle)
David Dixon, senior renewables analyst Australia Rystad Energy (top right)
Anna Freeman, director of clean energy generation Clean Energy Council (moderator)
Allison Hawke, director of development Maoneng Australia (bottom row, left)
Sam Reynolds, managing director Octopus Investments Australia (bottom right)
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Battery-maker works on
‘defence-grade’ software
Energy Renaissance has partnered with the CSIRO to
develop a battery management system.

Without security, any
energy system is vulnerable.
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development,” Craighead says. “It will
be written here, tested here and
managed here.”
The battery market is “maturing”,
Craighead says. To his knowledge, the
levels of encryption written into battery
management systems may not be robust
enough to deter nefarious activity. “You
have to design from the ground up for this
level of security.”
To decarbonise the grid, renewables need
to replace coal and gas. Storage will act as a
vital leveller of supply and demand. A
battery-maker must be competitive and
reliable. It’s technology must also be easily
integrated into the grid. But the energy
landscape is changing rapidly. No-one can
say definitively how the grid will evolve.
“The integrator’s life is a misery just now;
they have to learn half a dozen different
systems and they’re always changing,”
Craighead says. For him, the goal is to
simplify the technology, reduce the cost and
increase uptake. A big part of the cost, he
says, is integration of battery management
with different inverters and battery systems.
“We are hoping to tackle that head-on.”
The opportunities for things to go awry
multiply as storage is integrated into a
multitude of systems, which includes the
grid, building management systems, energy
management systems, microgrids and so on.
A simple system with local support will, he
hopes, make it easier to rollout batteries.
“It doesn’t always have to be an informed
and nefarious lurking actor,” he says. “It can
be learning by mistakes.”
The battery management software will be
exclusive to Energy Renaissance as part of
its superStorage rack, a range of storage
solutions in development that will include
stationary applications (rack-based battery
systems from about 50kWh to 5MWh to
start with) and transport applications.
The company will move into a
4,500-square-metre facility in Tomago,

NSW, in October, where it expects to
produce up to 15MW a month. The company
has ambitions to source every component
locally, bar the cells. “We’re basically using
different prismatic cells – bricks of energy
– and putting them into the same rack, the
same module and using the same BMS.”
The $1.46 million BMS project is jointly
funded by Energy Renaissance, the CSIRO
and Innovative Manufacturing CRC.

HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH
CSIRO principal research scientist Adam
Best has been seconded to Energy
Renaissance to work on the project in
addition to the Commonwealth
government’s battery minerals roadmap.
“The BMS is the brains of the battery,”
Best tells EcoGeneration. “It controls the
cells in terms of their charge and discharge
profiles and gives information about state of
charge and state of health, which is critical
to the longevity of the product.”
An initial step is to work out what threats
are worth guarding against and which ones
are so challenging that they would make a
BMS uneconomical. “Understanding the
threat matrix, what we’re trying to exclude
and … do that in an affordable and secure
environment is critical.” Communicating
through an inverter, the system will enable
secure data, analytics and remote
management to drive down the risk of
battery failure and operating costs.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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s batteries slowly assume their role
as integral suppliers of stability and
services to their owners and the grid,
the consequences of mismanagement –
intentional or not – will become severe.
“If history has told us anything [about
adoption of new technology], in the blink of
an eye ... security goes from being in the
back the head to the front of our thoughts,”
says Energy Renaissance technology and
development director Brian Craighead.
To solve this problem Energy
Renaissance, an Australian lithium-ion
battery manufacturer, has partnered with
the CSIRO to develop a defence-grade
cybersecure battery management system
(BMS) for its range of batteries. The
software will include a cybersecurity layer
that will allow encryption to protect the
security of data transferred between the
battery and client or monitoring service.
“We’re talking about sovereign

WIND

What goes around … wind
O&M keeps revenue flowing
The local head of ONYX
InSight sheds light on the
forces that can degrade
performance of wind turbines.

What’s the difference in monitoring
onshore and offshore wind?
Fundamentally there’s no difference.
However, offshore wind turbine monitoring
is critical as inspection is not always
possible due to the logistical costs involved.
The cost of downtime for offshore assets
is a lot higher compared to onshore due to
vessel hire and limited maintenance
windows throughout the year. Offshore
wind turbines are usually larger, increasing
the cost of parts, so setting up appropriate
alarm rules is incredibly important.

W

ith about 2,700 turbines working
around the country to generate
nearly 9GW of electricity, the wind
industry is a major contributor in Australia’s
efforts to end its reliance on coal. Wind
technology is enormous and expensive,
however, and owners rely on stringent
operations and maintenance regimes to
ensure predictable revenue.
With a team in Australia monitoring
almost 300 machines and about 15% market
share of software monitoring across the
sector, ONYX InSight regional manager
Australia and New Zealand Hiren
Limbachiya talks to EcoGeneration about
the importance of keeping an eye on what’s
happening inside those big propellers.

Instamatics

What are some common things that can
go wrong with wind turbines?
There are three key issues. Blade-related
problems tend to be the most challenging.
Common issues are blade bearing cracking,
damage on the blades due to lightning,
erosion and corrosion of key bolts and
structures. Secondly, damage to generator
bearings, planetary gearboxes and planetary
bearings. Finally, main bearing failure is a
significant problem related to rotating
components. Other common issues could be
structural or electrical.
What does turbine O&M involve?
It’s usually broken down into a few broad
categories. Preventive maintenance
concerns scheduled work where
expenditure is budgeted for, in an effort to
identify problems early to mitigate their
severity. Corrective maintenance – also
known as repair or capital replacement – is
typically unplanned and/or condition-based.
It must be timely and effective to avoid
penalties. Finally, there is monitoring,
www.ecogeneration.com.au

which includes condition-based monitoring,
diagnostics, alarms and other informationgathering activity. Beyond that, O&M can
incorporate billing, subcontractor
management, enforcement of warranties,
insurance, site maintenance and leasing.
How does ONYX InSight’s tech work?
Our condition-monitoring hardware,
ecoCMS, is a smart condition monitoring
solution for wind turbines and industrial
machinery which uses mobile computing
technology combined with micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) sensors.
Our cloud-based software platform,
fleetMONITOR, is used to analyse ecoCMS
data and provides dashboard views for
alarms and trends, through to detailed
vibration analysis tools for the analyst.
How can monitoring cut opex costs?
Micro electro-mechanical systems have
radically enhanced the return on investment
for turbine condition monitoring. By cutting
the cost of condition-monitoring systems
(CMS), low-cost MEMS sensors have helped
owners refine their repair and maintenance
strategies, improve operational planning,
cut unscheduled maintenance and save up
to 8% a year on opex. Using the right
technology for condition monitoring means
longer lead times for component failures can
be predicted, which can see big savings.

Is it tricky to monitor different brands?
It can be hard as they are fitted with
different systems. Some don’t have factory
fitted CMS systems. However,
fleetMONITOR was developed to allow
migration of data captured by other CMS.
For example, across Australia and New
Zealand we have migrated data onto
fleetMONITOR from manufacturers such as
Vestas, Siemens and GE, enabling integrated
predictive maintenance.
What are some differences between
maintenance of key turbine brands?
The key differences occur depending on
whether turbines are direct drive or
gearbox driven. With gearbox-driven
turbines there are more rotating parts,
cooling systems, oil and the gearbox itself,
which means more parts to maintain. With
direct-drive turbines, the generator is larger
and the main bearing is relatively larger,
increasing the difficulty of repairs. There
are also very large power electronics to
consider for direct drive wind turbines.
Any comments on the Australian wind
sector more widely?
Australia’s fast-growing wind energy sector
is the largest renewable source of energy in
the country. By March 2020, wind energy
was at a total installed capacity of 6,279MW,
with more than 2,700 operational wind
turbines in Australia. There are 30 projects
under construction or committed, expecting
to add another 5,635MW.
June 2021 ecogeneration
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SOLAR

PV-thermal … a cool approach
that can boost solar efficiency
inspired the team to refocus its approach.
Every solar cell under constant
irradiation will have a distinct stagnation
temperature, Ryan says. Cells on rooftop
arrays commonly reach about 85°C in
summer, but he gives an example of a builtin PV system at the Sunovate laboratory
where cells reach close to 100°C.
“We’ve been able to pull the temperature
of that panel down within 10 degrees of
ambient on hot days,” he says.

The efficiency of a PV-thermal system is dependent
on the temperature of the heating application, but the
technology is often overlooked.

A

slightly frustrating factor about solar
energy is that generation efficiency
falls as temperatures rise. The centre
of Australia might be a global hot spot for
irradiance levels, but a solar plant built
there would be less efficient than an
equivalent system in a much colder but
similarly clear-skied part of the world.
Various manufacturers offer solutions
where heat is drawn away from arrays and
diverted for use somewhere else, but this
sub-sector of PV is relatively unknown. In
an effort to shed a little more light on PVthermal (PVT), as it’s known, a paper from
an International Energy Agency task force
has highlighted what it believes is a growing
market for this hybrid form of PV.
Glen Ryan sees the
value in heat.
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PV-thermal is a busy sector, says Sunovate
co-founder Glen Ryan, with about 30-odd
manufacturers around the world.
In Sunovate’s solution air in a thermal
panel that sits under a PV panel is drawn
through by a fan. The heat is ducted and can
be used directly as space heating or fed into
a heat exchanger or heat pumps.
West Australia-based Sunovate has been
running a demonstration system for about
18 months, where air is drawn up from a
Perth residential property, heated beneath a
five-panel rooftop PV array and used to heat
a space down below or released outdoors. It
can be used as a closed loop, open loop or
hybrid, Ryan says.
At night, air circulated through the
system warms the panels, which release that
energy into space, and cooler air comes back
down below.
The efficiency of a PVT system is
dependent on the temperature of the
heating application, with pool heating more
efficient than space heating, which is more
efficient that hot water heating.
The technology originated as a method of
cooling modules so that they might produce
more electricity, as PV efficiency falls when
temperatures rise. “That’s where we started
our journey,” Ryan says. The amount of
quality heat that was being produced

It’s hard to provide a hard rule for the
relationship between cell temperature and
efficiency, but Ryan says for some PV
technology you can expect a 10°C drop to
result in a 5% increase in efficiency. Newer
panels that are better tuned to manage heat
may see a 4% increase in efficiency from a
10°C fall in cell temperature.
The International Energy Agency report
identifies hurdles affecting the uptake of
PVT: a lack of mandated renewable targets
for heating/cooling and molecular fuels,
compared with the electricity targets that
drive PV sales; the combination of the two
technologies makes return on investment
modelling more complex, and; a lack of
visibility of PVT among governments,
architects, planners, educators and industry
associations means a lack of awareness
among solar retailers and installers.
The technology pictured above is from
Spanish company Abora, another partner in
the IEA’s Solar Heating and Cooling
taskforce. The Australian Photovoltaic
Institute supported Sunovate’s application
to join the taskforce.
The IEA report found the potential for
PVT is particularly strong for commercial
businesses where heating requirements are
elevated during the day, such as agroindustrial processes (greenhouses, dairies)
and solar water desalination and stills.
There are a number of Australian PVT
technology manufacturers but take-up has
been very slow. At the end of 2019, Australia
had only 547 square metres of installed PVT,
compared with 485,000m 2 in France,
281,000m 2 in South Korea, 133,000m 2 in
China and 112,000m 2 in Germany.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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HAVE YOU HEARD OF PVT?

PUMPED HYDRO

Digging for solar
in a coal mine

As energy storage is demanded on a vast scale, the possibilities of converting mines
into pumped-hydro batteries are being investigated.

Image: Peter Gudella/Shutterstock.com

W

hat do you do with a big hole in the
ground? With a portfolio that
includes five operating coal mines,
two on “care and maintenance” and others
undergoing rehabilitation, Centennial Coal
has to think well ahead about these things.
Centennial supplies coal for about 30% of
NSW’s coal-fired generation, but the energy
mix is changing and storage of energy has
quickly emerged as a valuable service.
With help from the Australian Renewable
Energy Agency and NSW Government
($995,000 and $4.16 million respectively),
the miner has started a technical feasibility
study into using an underground coal mine
as part of a 600MW pumped hydro energy
storage facility.
The Newstan Colliery in Fassifern, southwest of Newcastle, has been on care and
maintenance since 2014, which means the
owner keeps it in reserve should they decide
to scrape more coal out of it. But the site
stacks up well for pumped hydro – there are
already an upper and a lower reservoir and
the site is already connected to the grid and
close to a secure water source – so
Centennial thinks $13 million spent on a
study will be worth it.
If all goes well, other disused brownfield
sites and coal mines may be reborn as hydro
plants. Underground pumped hydro energy
www.ecogeneration.com.au

storage is new concept, however, and the
project will begin as desktop research into
the potential for a pilot-scale trial, to
evaluate how coal seams react to water
movement and to determine what would be
needed for a plant to work.

UP AND DOWN
The project proposes a closed-loop
operation where water in flooded mined
seams about 50 metres below ground is
transferred to seams about 250m farther
down, or 300m underground. Other options
for the upper reservoir include a traditional
ground-level reservoir, other underground
coal seams or open cut voids.
A closed-loop system would suffer
minimal water loss. If the water is pumped
to the upper reservoir when solar energy is
abundant and cheap, the pumped hydro
system essentially becomes a storage of that
solar power which can be dispatched when
the stored energy can be sold for a profit.
The mine is a neighbour to the 2.88GW
Eraring coal-fired power station, the state’s
largest, so a vast undergound battery would
have access to top quality transmission.
Centennial is a sister company of Banpu
Energy Australia, the local arm of a
Thailand-listed energy multinational that
owns about 900MW of renewable energy

capacity throughout Asia. The Eraring coal
station is scheduled to retire around 2032
and the Lake Macquarie region where it is
sited will be transformed as the NSW
Government’s Hunter Renewable Energy
Zone is planned and developed.
The transition is part of the state’s
Electricity Infrastructure Roadmap, which
has targeted new renewables generation,
transmission and long-duration storage,
with the potential for up to 2GW of
pumped hydro.
A coal mine reborn as an out-of-sight
battery that draws in and deploys clean
energy would made a great addition to
the network.
The possibilities of pumped hydro storage
are also being studied at the New England
Renewable Energy Zone in northern NSW,
where Oven Mountain is proposing a
600MW/7,200MWh facility between
Armidale and Kempsey.
Oven Mountain says the proposed site is
an ideal location for pumped hydro due to
its steep topography, high hydrological head
and the short distance between two
reservoirs. If built, the proposed plant could
provide system strength to the wind and
solar farms in the New England area,
provide rapid grid power response and meet
requirements during peak demand.
June 2021 ecogeneration
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INSURANCE

More clean energy plants,
more insurance claims

T

he Australian renewable energy
market has been growing at pace in
recent years, mainly accelerated by a
number of government policies, such as the
Renewable Energy Target scheme (RET),
and the decreasing costs of renewable
energy technology. In 2019, renewable
energy contributed to more than 23% of
Australia’s power generation, exceeding
the country’s target of 20% for 2020 under
the RET scheme. Individuals and

Richard Nunny
is head of power
and energy
Australia at
BMS Group.
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companies, regardless of their business
scale, are encouraged to invest in using
renewable energy.
While the booming renewable energy
market has unlocked opportunities for
businesses and investments, the demand for
related insurance has also increased. Last
year saw a series of changes in the
Australian renewable energy insurance
sector, which has been underperforming for
years. One thing remained constant: the
trend towards further market hardening
and rising rates.
The reason is straightforward: increased
claims activity has driven premium rates
ever higher and resulted in insurers
implementing more restrictive terms and
conditions into contracts.
The rise in claims activity has been due to
a variety of factors, from the increased
severity and frequency of natural
catastrophe events to ageing infrastructure
and mechanical failures; problems are
emerging across the whole value chain.
Although not all of these are insurancerelated, the high upfront costs involved for
many renewables projects mean that
accurate pricing of risk can help alleviate
investor concerns.
This in turn aids in getting projects off
the ground and assists in smooth operation
throughout their lifecycles.

In order to better understand the root
causes behind rising insurance premiums,
we used data provided by GCube
Underwriting to analyse claims activity in
the Australian renewable energy market
between 2016 and 2020.
We found that claims activity has
increased over the past few years, which
correlates to increased project construction
and scale of projects in the sector.

DAMAGED IN TRANSIT
Generally, wind projects incur a greater
number of claims and losses to insurers, as
they are often larger facilities with a higher
per-unit cost of major components. Wind
farms also tend to be larger than solar
plants, which means more revenue is at risk
and therefore results in a higher percentage
of monetary loss should the project
experience delays for reasons such as
mechanical failure.
The data also shows that the majority of
claims tend to occur during the
mobilisation, transportation and
construction stages of renewable energy
projects. This reflects the heightened risk
during construction activities and the perils
associated with marine and inland transit of
equipment to project sites.
GCube examined claims from different
sources, split between internal perils (such
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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As wind and solar projects
are planned around the
country all stakeholders need
to understand the limits of
project insurance, writes
Richard Nunny.
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as, machinery/equipment failures) and
external perils (such as, contractor/natural
catastrophe). The findings demonstrated
that solar projects are at less risk from
internal perils, with more than 80% of
claims incurred from external causes.
This is predominantly and perhaps
intuitively due to solar projects tending to
be in areas that are prone to flood risks or
that are more exposed to wind and/or hail.
Another factor is the lack of moving parts:
because of this, once constructed, there is
less risk of mechanical failure for solar
panels than there is for wind projects.

WIND WOBBLES
For wind projects, the picture looks slightly
different, with the spread of claims between
internal and external more balanced.
Mechanical breakdowns related to wind
projects was the highest claim type by
volume across both solar and wind projects,
accounting for about 46% of all losses.
According to GCube’s data, the evolution of
turbine size over the five years to the end of
2020 corresponded to an increased risk of
mechanical failures and construction
errors. Additionally, as blades get larger,
transportation risks increase as they need to
be shipped in one piece, which furthers the
logistical complexities.
As with solar projects wind turbines are
subject to damage from external causes
during operation, from general wear and
tear to weather-related events. GCube
further noted that one of the biggest
contributing factors of the high mechanical
breakdown claim volume arose from blade
damage as a result of lightning strikes.
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Stakeholders across the supply chain,
including developers, owners, operators and
financiers involved in the development of
Australia’s renewable energy sector should
engage with data provided by insurers to
better understand the risks and
opportunities available to them. Equally,
insurers need to effectively communicate
their knowledge and understanding to the
broader marketplace in a way that is
transparent and comprehensible. This will
help all parties make informed decisions
around renewable energy projects’
preparation, delivery and management.
The transition towards renewable
energy generation is expected to continue,
if not accelerate.
As the renewable energy insurance
market continues to tighten it will become
vital to be aware of how insurers manage
and price risk and the factors that impact
their appetite for risk in order to promote
and maintain confidence in the sector.
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ENERGY TRANSITION

Doing nothing
is no way to plan
for the end
of inertia

O

n the surface, the duck is calm.
Below the waterline, it is paddling
like mad. And so it is with the
National Electricity Market.
The 16 coal-fired power stations that
supply about 65% of generation in the NEM
spin generators at precise rotational speeds
to match the 50Hz frequency in the grid.
“If the frequency deviates from that, the
generator doesn’t like it,” says Tim
Finnigan. “It has to try to stay stuck to
that frequency.”
Finnigan, a consultant and engineering
physicist, has written a report for the
Institute for Energy Economics and
Financial Analysis that highlights the
obvious: as coal disappears from the grid so
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will inertia, so we need to stop relying on it.
But it’s not that easy, because inertia
in the grid that we know is vital – like
a heartbeat.
“If there is a disturbance in the
network, say a major transmission line
gets taken out or a generator trips out, that
creates an immediate imbalance between
supply and demand of power in the grid,”
Finnigan says, “and all the remaining
spinning generators in the grid will
immediately deliver extra power to
smooth that shortfall.”
They access that power from the stored
energy – or inertia – in the heavy spinning
mass of their generators.
It’s like a speeding truck, he says. Even if

no-one’s pushing the throttle, it still packs a
lot of energy – if you get in its way.
Tapping that energy will of course result
in the rate of spinning to slow. Very quickly,
operators will then pull levers at their
power plants to get back to speed – to
rebalance supply and demand. This
provision of “inertia”, Finnigan says, has
always been taken for granted. It’s how
things are and have always been … and it’s
never been monetised.
“In a synchronous system like our NEM
it does provide a background form of
frequency stability and voltage strength,” he
says. “That fleet of large spinning mass
provides a very stable background
supportive frequency and voltage signal into
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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As the grid moves inevitably towards heavy reliance on renewables and storage, the frequencysetting stability provided by spinning mass will have to be replaced by something smarter.

ENERGY TRANSITION

the grid. Any things causing disturbances
tend to be smoothed out by it.”
This lesson in physics describes the
tender balance within a fleet of enormous
generators. But the world is moving away
from all that. It’s easy to guess, then, what
will happen as wind and solar – volatile
forms of generation without spinning mass
– replace thermal generators: inertia and
frequency will become less predictable.
“The grid is becoming less stable,” says
Finnigan, formerly director of energy at
the CSIRO.

LESS PREDICTABLE
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As renewables competitively bid into the
energy market and shoulder out coal,
particularly around midday as rooftop solar
exports soar, the grid becomes vulnerable.
How can renewables provide inertia to do
their bit to help? “They can’t,” he says.
“That’s the whole conundrum here.”
Renewables have no inertia, it’s as
simple as that. A solar plant includes no
spinning parts and the rotors in wind
farms turn nowhere near the required rate
and are not electromechanically
connected to the grid anyway.
Yes, software can be programmed to help
renewables behave like they can provide
inertia by supplying synthetic inertia,
virtual inertia and by emulating
synchronous machines. But right now the
energy system has its big feet planted firmly
in both camps, when it needs to start
planning for the inevitable day when there
is very little, if not zero, inertia left. “That’s
the pathway we need to be thinking more
and more about,” Finnigan says.

head in the sand. In the short term,
Finnigan says, it may help to establish a
market for inertia. But this will mean paying
a coal plant, say, for simply having spinning
mass on call.
“As the big coal-fired power plants retire,
if we just keep loading in renewables the
way we are now it’s not going to work – the
grid won’t work anymore,” he says.
“And putting in synchronous
condensers [at renewables plants to
provide a type of inertia] doesn’t seem to
me to be the answer.”
Grid-forming inverters may provide part
of the solution, whereas today’s solar and
wind assets are connected via grid-

‘As the big coal-fired plants retire, if we just keep
loading in renewables the way we are now it’s not
going to work — the grid won’t work anymore.’
Tim Finnigan, energy consultant
following inverters. When operating in
some offshore wind farms around the world,
grid-forming inverters have been shown to
set the voltage signal in the grid so that
passive grid-following devices can use it as
a compass. This is similar to the role
synchronous machines have in the grid
today, he says. “In many ways it can perform
better than synchronous machines.”
The technology works similarly in
microgrids, “like a master-slave
arrangement”.

THE SAME BUT DIFFERENT

CONNECTED SYSTEMS

If renewables can’t supply inertia, and
renewables will replace fossil-fuelled
generation in the grid, what do we call the
thing that we once called inertia? Fast
frequency response can do sort of the same
thing, where energy is dispatched rapidly in
response to market signals. The various big
batteries around the grid compete to do this,
and as more of them are built the market
will become way more sophisticated.
“It’s inevitable that the grid is heading
towards a very large percentage of
renewable supply and very low percentage
of synchronous machines … we have to
manage that transition,” he says.
“What type of grid and operation design
do we want to get there?”
Preserving the underlying philosophy of a
synchronous system is like burying your

In a national energy market like Australia, it
may take a great many grid-forming
inverters to do the job. How many is not
known. As the Australian Energy Market
Operator works towards rolling out its
Integrated System Plan, it will no doubt
focus on the role of these inverters.
Until then, the NEM will have to operate
as a hybrid system, where synchronous
machines and inverter-based renewables
muddle along, despite the fact that they
operate completely differently.
“It’s going to be difficult; they don’t like to
work together, they have very different
response characteristics. They’re not the
best match. But we’re just going to have to
work that through.”
Somewhere along the way, a shift to
reliance on advanced software,
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communications and digital systems rather
than synchronous spinning machines will
occur. Whether we end up with a system of
mini-grids strung together with DC links,
an ecosystem of microgrids which relies on
artificial intelligence or something else, it’s
impossible to say.
“Rather than thinking about energy being
generated, transmitted, distributed and
consumed, it is possible to start imagining a
network with generation and consumption
more localised and interdependent, with the
grid functioning as a tapestry of highlyinterconnected regions,” Finnigan writes
in the report.
Until then, we might want to get used to

the idea that the less inertia we have in the
grid the less we need. “We’ve become
dependent on it,” he says. “It needs to be
there to serve itself; synchronous machines
need to be locked together.”
Nothing will go wildly wrong with
electrical appliances if frequency deviates
beyond the normal operating frequency
band 49.85Hz and 50.15Hz.
The appliances we use are far more
accepting of deviations in frequency than
synchronous machines, he says, pointing out
that your laptop – which runs on 50Hz at
home – will operate just fine in the US
where the frequency is 60Hz.
Tomorrow’s grid might be a bit off-beat
but it will be much cleaner.

Tim Finnigan says
inertia isn’t everything.
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Batteries beat gas peakers:
CEC report
Batteries are cheaper and more efficient than gas peakers at
supplying bursts of energy during peak demand days, research
from the Clean Energy Council says.

Two-hour and four-hour batteries are
cheaper on a levelized cost of energy and
levelized cost of capacity basis, according to
the CEC report.
“The key barrier for batteries has been
capital cost,” the report says. “But rapid
and continuing cost efficiencies driven by
product innovations and manufacturing at
scale are reducing this barrier, to the
extent that it is no longer economically
rational (or necessary) for proponents,
investors or governments to build gas
peaking plants in Australia.”
The CEC paper includes a comparison of
capital cost and fixed and variable
operations and maintenance costs: it
shows annual levelised cost of capacity
(which includes the cost of building an
asset) of $203/kW for an open-cycle gas
turbine peaker compared with $119/kW
for a two-hour battery and $197/kW for a
four-hour battery. Annual levelised cost of
energy is $195/kW for a two-hour battery,
$156/kW for a four-hour battery and
$234/kW for an open-cycle
gas turbine peaker.

“We use gas peakers when we have peak
demand periods – usually hot days – and
we need that additional supply to come on,”
says CEC director energy transformation
and lead author of the report Lillian
Patterson.
The duration of a peaker’s running time
relies on how long a demand spike is, where
that can be a couple of minutes, half an hour,
a couple of hours. “It doesn’t tend to be for
long durations,” Patterson says.
Peakers bid into the market to supply
electricity at times when it is most
expensive simply because they are
expensive to run. Operational and
maintenance costs must be recouped during
short bursts of activity, and owners of these
plants might be viewed as the opportunistic
hawks that populate any market.

LARGE-SCALE
BATTERY STORAGE
PROJECTS
(PROJECTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION OR
FINANCIALLY COMMITTED)
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2728 MWh

Battery energy storage

The report recommends
batteries are a better
solution for supplying short
bursts of energy but the
fact is that a gas peaker can
make electricity whereas a
battery can’t. For batteries
to replace peakers, they
would need to be
sufficiently charged at
times when the grid is
stressing out.
“We are seeing
increasing incidences of
negative pricing or very
low pricing, and we would
expect that batteries would
charge during those
periods,” Patterson says.
“Peak demand days tend
to be when it’s really hot,
for example, and we would
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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T

he case for batteries as a superior
source of short-term electricity supply
during peak demand events has been
underlined in a report from the Clean
Energy Council. The research shows largescale battery storage beats gas peaker plants
based on cost, flexibility, services to the
network and emissions.
According to the CEC’s paper, Battery
Storage – The New, Clean Peaker,
batteries are cheaper than open-cycle gas
turbine plants for providing electricity
peaking services.
Open-cycle gas plants can turn on quickly
to meet demand spikes. The OpenNEM
website shows 20 open-cycle gas facilities in
the NEM capable of 5.6GW of capacity. Over
the past 12 months they have supplied
energy at about three times the cost of wind.

COST COMPARISON

STORAGE

anticipate during the day when we have a lot
of solar they could charge up during those
periods. Peak demand tends to happen in
the late evening when people come home
and turn their air-conditioning on – and
when that solar is coming off. That’s when
we anticipate batteries would come in.”
In its Integrated System Plan, the
Australian Energy Market Operator has
called for between 6 and 19GW of
dispatchable resources to be added to the
NEM by 2040. These dispatchable resources
will be made up of pumped hydro, largescale battery energy storage systems,
distributed batteries, virtual power plants
and other demand-side participation.
The CEC says the battery capacity added
over the next five years will be sufficient to
replace gas peakers.

THE FIVE-MINUTE INCENTIVE
The risks for gas peakers are increasing, the
authors note, with the NEM’s move to fiveminute settlement from October looming as
a dampener on revenue opportunities.
The 30-minute settlement price
generators are paid is the average of the six
five-minute blocks. “With five-minute

www.ecogeneration.com.au

settlement, you’ll get paid the five-minutes
at the five-minute rate,” Patterson says.
So if a battery owner discharges at
$14,000/MWh it will get paid that rate and
not the average that includes the other five
five-minute blocks.
This is a clear incentive for a technology
that can operate in short bursts, like
batteries. “It incentivises faster-operating,
more flexible technologies to participate
better than they can now,” she says.
Batteries can also earn revenue for
providing services to the grid, such as fast
frequency response, demand response,
system strength, inertia and voltage stability.
The paper compares a new 250MW gas
peaker with a 250MW four-hour grid-scale
battery, finding that the battery provides
cost savings of more than 30% while
offering greater flexibility and significantly
reducing emissions intensity.
“Batteries can provide a premium peaking
service in periods of high demand
traditionally met by peaking gas plants,”
says Clean Energy Council CEO Kane
Thornton. “Batteries can ramp up quickly,
have near zero start-up time and provide a
better frequency response.”

Since 2018, 8.9GW of large-scale battery
storage has been financially committed,
proposed and/or approved in Australia, the
CEC says. There are 21 battery projects in or
near construction around Australia,
representing nearly 1.4GW of new energy
storage capacity with the ability to
discharge 2.7GWh. Fifteen large-scale
battery storage projects have been
announced this year, representing 6.6GW of
capacity and $4.3 billion in investment.
“The commercial case for batteries will
continue to improve as battery technology
advances and new markets are established
to reward the services they provide,”
Thornton says. “However, long-term
investment certainty remains reliant on
appropriate market reforms and forwardlooking policies that incentivise new,
flexible technologies that are needed to
complement renewables.”
The report was released as a fact sheet to
“dispel a lot of the myths about batteries
that are out there at the moment,
particularly in light of the conversation
around gas,” Patterson says. “It’s meant to
speak to what batteries can do in a really
concise way.”
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Rooftop solar has
brought energy prices
down but the networks
say it’s fast growth is
disturbing the peace on
their poles and wires.
Are PV exports to blame
or should the networks
get with the times?
Jeremy Chunn reports.
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N

early 400,000 new solar systems
were secured to rooftops around
the country last year, taking the
total to more than 2.7 million
installations. Many of those
proud new owners will be chuffed when
they get their first negative bill as reward
for buying a system vastly oversized for
their purposes. Others who have taken a bit
more time to think about what they want
from their solar asset will relish the way
clean energy can replace electricity bought
from a coal-fuelled grid.
What none of them would have ever
expected was the possibility of being
charged to export surplus solar energy their
systems produce – instead of being paid for
it – but this is one scenario floated by the
Australian Energy Market Commission in a
draft determination released in March.
The AEMC is worried about “solar traffic
jams”, where more and more PV exports

cause voltage levels to rise on local
networks. If that’s the case, the continued
growth of rooftop solar could be choked off
as exports are limited or not allowed. On
that basis alone, there’s cause for alarm. But
are solar traffic jams real? To get to the
answer you have to be able to peer along the
powerlines that serve suburban Australia.
The problem is, we can’t. That’s because
the vast majority of the 17 distribution
networks around the country have no idea
what’s happening along their poles and
wires. “It’s been a perennial problem for the
networks forever – and they just didn’t
really care,” says Solar Analytics co-founder
and CEO Stefan Jarnason. “Now they are
being forced to care.”
Because the networks don’t have
visibility, Jarnason says, they are putting in
blunt and arbitrary export limits. It’s an
approach that is frustrating to proponents of
rooftop solar, quite obviously because it may
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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WHAT
SOLAR
TRAFFIC
JAM?

SOLAR

dampen sales growth in the tearaway
industry but also because they are
convinced the solution is a cheap and quick
fix already known to the networks. “They
have to monitor voltage on every single
feeder, full stop, is my view,” Jarnason says.
The NEM is entering a new reality, after
all, where supply and demand are
essentially the same thing in a two-sided
market. “Every single person should have a
right to put solar on their roof just as they
have a right to put an air-conditioner in.”
Jarnason recommends moving to a capacity
charging model – where the price of
electricity increases as demand pushes the
network to its limit – rather than a
volumetric charging model. Networks are
only seldom used at their capacity, after all.

AT ALL HOURS
For evidence that “solar traffic jams” are a
myth, just look at the Voltage Report
www.ecogeneration.com.au

prepared by the University of NSW in May
last year for the Energy Security Board as
part of its DER Integration Workplan.
“Even in the absence of solar PV,” the
authors write, “there is a significant level of
high voltage across all DNSPs in all NEM
states.” In fact, the research found 95% of
voltage readings around the NEM were
higher than the 230V standard. And it’s not
just around noon, when PV systems are
exporting like billy-o, but “in all seasons for
all daily hours”.
The UNSW researchers relied on data
supplied by Solar Analytics. None of the
distribution network companies other than
those in Victoria measure voltage
downstream from local transformers.
Networks were built to function effectively
before cheap connection and telephony
emerged to allow such vastly more
expansive possibilities.
None of the distribution companies has
adjusted its voltage downwards to align
with the 230V European standard that
Australia adopted in the 1980s, says Green
Energy Markets director analysis and
advisory Tristan Edis. Voltage is high in the
middle of the day, but it is also high in the
middle of the night. It gets down to a
reasonable level, Edis says, in the late
afternoon-evening peak. As demand rises,
voltage falls. It spends about 2% of the time
at the lower end of the distribution, “just
touching 230 volts”.
“Really, what should be happening is
there should be leeway across the entire
Australian network to adjust voltages to
230V as the average,” Edis says. “Then,
when you have a really good solar day and
low demand, you might be pushing up
towards 245V instead of 253V. [By lowering
the average voltage to 230V] you can allow
much more solar into the network.”
Without any ability to read voltage along
their lines of distribution the networks have
been relying in complaints. The rollout of
rooftop solar set the phones ringing at
networks as bewildered PV owners asked
why their systems kept tripping off.
“They get an angry letter or they get a
complaint, they send the guy down and
he’ll adjust the taps [lower the voltage]

manually on the transformer and, lo and
behold, lots more solar can be
accommodated,” Edis says.
Networks could also switch households
between phases, so that solar owners are
not clumped together on one phase.
These manual jobs involve costs, but not
large costs. Victorian networks Powercor
and United Energy put in claims for
“solar enablement” in their recent revenue
resets which were “quite modest”, Edis
says, for a stated ambition in increasing
solar penetration from 20% of households
to 30-40%.

STUCK IN THE PAST
If voltage levels are set too high it could be
because the networks are stuck in the past,
clinging to the belief that electricity demand
would grow. If that happened, voltages
would fall. Yes, demand may once again rise
as electric vehicles replace tired old petrolpowered cars, but the trend for a few years
now has been a slow fall in aggregate load.
In order to know whether or not there are
solar traffic jams networks need to monitor
all the streets in their areas – and they are
not doing that. “They’re trying to, and they
want to do it, but they have to get
permission to spend funding on that and the
AER [Australian Energy Regulator] pushes
back on it,” Jarnason says. “The biggest
challenge is that everybody is being
recalcitrant and saying, well, we don’t want
to spend the money to monitor out feeders
– which is crazy, because it is not a lot of
money. It would add cents to everybody’s
bill and deliver a much better service for
everyone, even in the absence of solar.”
Yes, there are voltage issues in some parts
of some networks. But the problem must be
monitored so that networks can understand
what they can and can’t do to alleviate it. In
many cases it’s a simple matter of adjusting
transformers, but in many other cases it just
isn’t that easy. In South Australia it is
common to find fixed-tap transformers,
which may have been set too high a decade
ago and cannot be tapped down. Instead of
it being a simple case of manually adjusting
a transformer, new equipment can be added
to the transformer that gives it a dynamic

‘Every single person should have a right to put
solar on their roof just as they have a right to put
an air-conditioner in.’
Stefan Jarnason, Solar Analytics
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VOLTAGE LEVELS AROUND AUSTRALIA
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Research from the UNSW showed minimum voltages are generally above the 230V standard at most sites in most regions and times of day.

voltage tap, Jarnason says. In the daytime it
will tap the voltage lower because more
power is being generated by solar, and at
night it might tap the voltage higher.
The majority of high-voltage events occur
at night, “so to pretend that this is a solar
problem is just false,” Jarnason says.
Voltage on the feeders has been a problem
for 50 years. “Now we have the technology,
we should be monitoring them. We should

be making use of this-century technology
and not last-century technology to manage
the grid.”

SUPER-SIZE ME
If the networks can accommodate more
solar via the simple means of monitoring
voltage levels and adjusting them
accordingly, that’s great. But the
uncomfortable truth remains that solar

SOLAR PV EXPORTS FOR DIFFERENT SYSTEM SIZES
Solar panels — system sizes
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In its draft rule determination in March the AEMC showed that as residential solar systems get bigger exports quickly
exceed self consumption for most systems, using data from Ausgrid and SA Power Networks.
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exports are extravagant. “I’d say 75% or
more of output is typically exported to the
grid,” Edis says. It’s a statistic that would
surprise owners of PV systems – and
possibly frustrate them. Why pay to have a
system installed that does so much more
than supply one’s needs? But there are
plenty of people in the industry who think
that’s a great idea.
“I’m a firm believer that bigger is better,”
says Solar Quotes founder Finn
Peacock. Owners may choose to
install “oversized” systems to supply
them through winter and on
overcast days, he says, and they may
3
not mind if exports are limited by a
network or the capacity of an
2
inverter. “They want nice consistent
1
large generation through the year
– day by day, season by season.”
0
The decision to install a large
-1
solar system may be a buyer’s way
around investing in a battery,
-2
Peacock says, and they will be well
aware that an electric vehicle will
-3
eventually replace their car, if it
-4
hasn’t already. “I’ve got 6kW on my
roof and I’m just about to fill every
-5
roofspace on my house with PV
because I’ve got two EVs and I need
-6
all the energy I can get,” says
Peacock, who owns a Tesla Model S
with a 75kWh battery and a Mini
Cooper SE with a 33kWh battery,
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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As utility-scale solar is connected to the grid it will
only push down daytime demand further.

along with a 13.5kWh Tesla Powerwall.
The great reckoning for rooftop solar will
come when all subsidies are removed in
2030, although Peacock admits he has no
idea how that will affect consumers’
decisions. “I think every area will have a
solar sponge tariff by then,” he says.
“Electricity will be very cheap in solar
hours.” The megatrend is that homes and
cars are going all-electric, so there may be
loads more load coming. “That would help
[the issue of voltage on networks],” he says.
At Solar Analytics, Jarnason says it would
be a “terrible outcome” if PV systems were
sized for self-consumption. His case is built
on simple arguments: the bigger the PV
system, the cheaper it is; solar reduces your
electricity bill, and; solar exports is the
cheapest electricity there is and lowers the
wholesale price.
“The number one driver of our lower
wholesale prices is rooftop solar,” he says.
(It has to be acknowledged that as chiefs
of solar services companies Jarnason and
Peacock will benefit if rooftop PV
installations keep growing.)
It used to be the case that a solar system
would be sized appropriately for the load
and with an aim to maximise return on
investment, an industry source told
EcoGeneration. These days, however, you
either get a 6.6kW or 10kW solution
regardless of how appropriate it is. At
80 cents/Watt installed, it is probably true
www.ecogeneration.com.au

that the cost incurred to optimise a solution
would outweigh the benefits.
“Where I have a problem, though,” says
Edis, “is with companies that seek to persuade
householders to install a solar system without
being honest about the fact that most of the
output will be exported and therefore will
only earn the applicable feed-in tariff, not the
avoided import rate from the grid.”

OFF THE DIAL
Some parts of the market are now seeing
5kW export-limiting inverters installed to
comply with DNSP requirements, on
systems that might have 8kW of total
capacity. These might be connected to 10kW
of panels. In many cases, these households
might only be consuming 1kW of power,
exporting 5kW and losing 2kW. Feed-in
tariffs are going to drop substantially, as
they already have in Western Australia, to
3 cents/kWh. “Our view at Green Energy
Markets is that will be the norm across
other states,” Edis says.
Systems are getting bigger, with some
buyers being sold 10kW rooftop power
plants. If they find they are exporting most
of the generation from a large system for
dwindling returns they will feel duped.
“That’s what I’m worried about,” Edis says.
Back to the networks, Jarnason’s opinion
is that the rigidity in outlook is being
experienced at the executive level. “In
general, I do think they are making good

faith efforts to accommodate solar and
improve the issues,” he says. However, most
of the DNSPs are corporations motivated by
profit, and the truth is that the 2.7 million
solar systems installed so far are reducing
demand and revenue. Yes, they make
10c/kWh for solar exports but that is
outweighed by lost revenue from selfconsumption. “The way the system is set up,
every DER that goes in loses them money.”
Voltage levels can drop to about 220V, the
French standard, so it’s a phoney argument for
networks to say they set the voltage higher in
anticipation of peak demand sending it lower.
If the voltage was set at 230V, it would leave
room for it to drop to 220V.
Some of the Victorian distributors use the
voltages they see via smart meters at the
ends of lines to inform decisions about
stepping down voltage at the substation
transformers and do so until they see
voltages at transformers towards the end of
the line approach low levels they are
comfortable with. “That way, you can
dynamically control voltage,” Edis says.
Victorian distributors own the smart
meters, but the AEMC in its requirements
for the smart meter rollout has given the job
to retailers. If retailers make voltage
information available to DNSPs and AEMO,
then the dynamic voltage-setting system
used by some Victorian networks can be
applied around the country. “That would be
a simple rule change,” Edis says.
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No guarantee of
hydrogen profits
A proposed hydrogen facility in South Australia would be good
for the energy market but a questionable investment — without
substantial government support.

T

he Labor Party’s proposed hydrogen
facility in South Australia would have
made a $2.3 million profit last
summer, if it had been running at 20%
capacity. But its prospects are far from
predictable. A year earlier, a rare “islanding”
event in the state would have seen a profit
20 times higher. A year before that, it would
have lost about $2.3 million.
These estimates from Cornwall Insight
Australia illustrate the tentative outlook for
the hydrogen sector, where gigawatt-scale
projects are being pursued in the hope of a
clean energy export boom.
A far more modest 250MW plant in South
Australia has big potential as an important
servant to the local grid, but its economic
prospects are so marginal it would need to
rely on a government’s largesse.

The $2.3 million profit estimate for the
recent summer is based on 20% plant
utilisation and includes a quarterly
repayment on the $593 million of
government debt with interest, operating
costs and the net cost of energy.
Assuming power to run the plant is
purchased from the grid, Cornwall Insight
senior storage consultant Benjamin Macey
says a positive cost of energy for scenarios
where the facility is run at low capacity (see
chart) reflects the fact that electricity prices
are often negative in South Australia around
midday. “On average in South Australia the
price was negative from 10am to 3pm,” he
says. “That’s literally one of the only reasons
it made money – you got paid to make the
hydrogen in the middle of the day.”

LOW CAPACITY
PROPOSED SOUTH AUSTRALIA
HYDROGEN PLANT PROFIT,
JANUARY-MARCH 2021
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It’s a great opportunity to run an
electrolyser, he says, but the sweet spot is
achieved when running at a low-looking
20% capacity. “You’d think it should be
running 100% of the time but if you do that
you lose money,” Macey says.
The South Australian Labor party has
committed to building a hydrogen
production, storage and electricity
generation facility if elected at the next state
election. The proposal includes a $220
million 250MW electrolyser, $31 million for
3,600 tonnes of liquefied hydrogen storage
and $342 million for a 200MW CCGT power
station to run on hydrogen.
If hydrogen were produced simply to feed
into a generator so that electricity can be
sold, a 70% loss in round-trip efficiency
would result. “You’ve got lots of losses in
there,” says Macey, who assumed the
electrolyser would offer “conservative”
levels of services to the grid to earn FCAS
revenue, such as increasing capacity when
demand was falling to very low levels.
In addition to the 20% utilisation, he

estimates about 1,517 tonnes of hydrogen
would have been effectively produced.
A hydrogen-powered gas turbine will earn
fairly steady revenue for the owners at all
capacity levels (assuming it only turns on
above $300/MWh), the modelling shows, but
revenue earned from hydrogen sales is
eclipsed by increased costs of creating largescale generation certificates and fast-rising
energy costs as capacity is increased to 100%.
“If you’re going to use hydrogen to create
electricity you would do it at very high prices,
like $300/MWh or higher,” Macey says.
“Hydrogen is going to be a very expensive
way to generate and create electricity.”
Dominated as it is by three reigning
generator-retailers, South Australia badly
needs more energy “cap contracts”, he says,
where suppliers sell output at a strike price.
“New retailers can’t actually get hedging
products to hedge their retail books, so I
thought the government would probably sell
a retail hedging contract – and that would
probably be set at $300/MWh.”
Masey’s model showed that the plant may
have made a bumper profit of $47 million in
the summer of 2020, when a two-week
separation event saw high energy and FCAS
prices. “Any facility made a lot of money that
summer,” he says. A loss for the three
months between January and March in 2019
is put down to lower levels of solar in the
grid and higher energy prices. Today, there
is so much rooftop solar pushing down
daytime demand that the need for additional
load is almost critical. On that criteria, an
electrolyser is needed, Masey says.
“By putting in an electrolyser you’re
getting really cheap prices and creating a
more stable grid because you’re adding load
exactly when it’s needed,” he says.
If the generator is switched on to supply
during peak periods, less hydrogen is
available to sell to make ammonia or green
steel and replace diesel in the outback. A
selling price of $2/kg is assumed, in line
with the federal government’s Technology
Investment Road Map goal.
Overall, Macey says hydrogen is a “very
marginal” prospect. “I don’t think a
hydrogen plant is commercial,” he says. “A
commercial organisation would expect a
higher return than the 1.75% I assume the
government would be borrowing at.”
South Australia needs a hydrogen facility,
that’s quite plain, and if any government
wants to build it then that would be much
appreciated. “The government needs to
support the hydrogen industry in South
Australia as a first mover,” he says.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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BIOENERGY

Fiona Waterhouse and Bundaberg mayor Jack
Dempsey open a Utilitas bioHub.

solutions. “We do the site development,
process design, manage the equipment
procurement and installation, guarantee the
process and do the commissioning,” she
says, making it sound easy. “People have
viewed it as being very complex but that’s
because there have been too many people
involved in putting one together.”

WHERE TO START

The ‘bioHub’
buildout that will
put waste to work
It’s time to get serious about bioenergy, says an
Australian company looking to rollout energy and
resource recovery as a service.
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MAKE IT PAY
Waterhouse is used to clients setting hard
targets for creating value out of rubbish.
Other than an unwillingness to invest
capital in new infrastructure, the wasteproducing businesses would also like to see
no change in operational costs, or perhaps
spend less. “They want to report on their
progress towards becoming net-zero,”
Waterhouse says.
The ambition at Utilitas is to deliver 100
“bioHub’s” around the country, being
anaerobic digestors that take organic waste
from tenants of industrial zones and nearby
sources and turn that into electricity, gas or
transport fuel, or all three, including
hydrogen. “We’ve scoped 350 sites [around
the country] and prioritised what we think
are the top 100 sites,” she says.
The equipment is built, owned and
operated by Utilitas using off-the-shelf

WHAT GOES IN
Feedstocks in bioenergy are widely varied.
Utilitas first of all needs to trial the raw
materials produced at a site to have an idea
of what it can expect can be produced at the
other end. “The science of the waste
determines the engineering,” says
Waterhouse, a former director of strategic
policy for the Queensland Environmental
Protection Agency.
Predicting whether a region will qualify
for its own bioHub comes down to looking at
industrial and population growth in an area,
grid constraints, gas and transport fuel
constraints and the presence or emergence
of food and beverage makers. The company
owns a site in Bundaberg, Queensland, is
developing a site in the Hunter Valley, in
NSW (where it is securing land and offtake
arrangements) and a site in Dandenong,
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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T

here is no waste in nature but it is
human nature to produce a heck of a
lot of waste. The industrial processes
we rely on to fill our supermarkets and
stomachs are vast sources of organic
material that could be used to produce
energy, if only business owners saw the
value in it. Food and drink companies have
other things on their minds, however, so all
that latent energy mostly goes nowhere.
As companies get serious about targeting
net-zero emissions, Australian company
Utilitas has set out to offer energy and
resource recovery as a service, where clients
in the food and beverage sectors are looking
for sustainable waste and wastewater
management. “They don’t want to spend
their capex to do that because they’re
already busy scaling their own production
to meet demand for their products,” says
Utilitas CEO Fiona Waterhouse.

The company redevelops stressed and
redundant infrastructure with anaerobic
digestion to produce renewable natural gas,
biomethane and hydrogen.
“We call biogas the invisible renewable,”
Waterhouse says. “It’s a renewable energy
and it’s fantastic but it may as well not exist
in Australia because it’s very, very
overlooked and undervalued.”
Utilitas’s partnership with US-based
company ReCarbon allows for the
possibility of hydrogen production, where
microwave plasma is used to dissociate
carbon dioxide and methane into syngas
and hydrogen, among other things.
Waterhouse says hydrogen produced using
ReCarbon’s technology is cheaper than
using electrolysis.
Utilitas and ReCarbon are working
together on producing hydrogen at
Utilitas’s Bundaberg plant, looking to
produce 200kg a day and then working
towards one tonne a day.
The digestate that is left over once all
fuels have been produced is largely used in
land rehabilitation.
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Almost anything is possible
with the right raw materials.

Victoria. Its two-year plan is to have at least
one plant operational, five under
construction and 15 sites optioned.

IF THEY CAN DO IT, SO CAN WE
The flagship bioHub is a 3.8-hectare
industrial site which is repurposing the
retired Bundaberg East Wastewater
Treatment Plant into Australia’s first master
planned bio-utilities precinct, using
Schneider Electric’s Ecostruxure
technology to support remote operations and
predictive maintenance.
So far, the company’s portfolio of utilitygrade projects includes 200kW installed
capacity and 5MW of projects designed.
Waterhouse won’t commit to a deadline for
building 100 bioHubs but instead points to
Germany as a way of showing the potential
for bioenergy here.
In 1989, when Australia’s first non-sewage
treatment biogas plant was installed at a
piggery in Ballarat, Germany was host to
about 100 operational biogas plants.
By 2015, when a second biogas plant was
connected to the grid at another Australian
piggery, Germany had about 8,500 similar
plants humming along. Today, about 12,500
biogas plants about 300kW each are
connected in Germany.
“And France is connecting a new
renewable gas project to its natural gas grid
every week,” Waterhouse says. If they can
www.ecogeneration.com.au

The Bundaberg facility where Utilitas is working with ReCarbon to produce hydrogen from organic waste.

do it, so can we. “There is at least a
thousand-plant potential in Australia,
without any question.”

GAS NETWORK
Waterhouse says it would take about 1,250
biogas plants to replace about 10% of gas in
the network. It’s a goal we can reach, she
says, but it won’t be a walk in the park.
Bioenergy plants need a steady diet of
tonnes of waste to keep turning out
contracted power. “You need to back-toback the risks of your energy contract with
feedstock contracts – and the waste
industry doesn’t typically contract
industrial waste,” she says. “That’s the
biggest challenge and it’s something we’ve

been working on for a long, long time, to be
able to de-risk the feedstock.”
The economics of waste-to-energy relies
on state waste levies and council landfill
gate fees. Projects that may be identical in
every sense might have wildly divergent
feasibility prospects depending on where
they are located around the country.
The simple savings in transport costs –
where 180 tonnes of organic waste a day
makes up roughly 20 truckloads – are easier
to calculate.
“Every day waste gets hauled all over this
country,” she says. “If we can put 100
bioHubs in 100 regional communities we are
localising that function so the transport
logistics will be reduced in time.”
June 2021 ecogeneration
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STORAGE

A solar sales company is
hoping to lure more customers
towards batteries by pushing
the case for smart systems.

R

esidential batteries can solve a lot of
woes in the grid as solar exports rise
and rise, but they are expensive and
very seldom optimally employed by
disinterested owners. Smart systems of
connected batteries can aid the grid in times
of stress and make money along the way,
sharing some of it with the battery-owners.
Sounds good so far, but there is a problem.
To get more smart connected systems we
need more batteries. But to get more
batteries we need people to believe in smart
connected systems.
Or, to put it another way… “How can we
make batteries compelling to [owners of PV
systems] in a way in which, when they
purchase a battery, we can attach an
orchestration program [be it a virtual
power plant, demand management
capability or some form of energy resilience
program],” explains UPowr chief customer
officer Kiya Taylor.
UPowr is a solar retail company which
runs an online sales platform. It has been
given some money by the Australian
Renewable Energy Agency to help it work
out how to close more battery sales by
offering orchestration programs that help
get customers over the line. If those
batteries are enlisted to serve the grid,
everyone benefits.
The objective, Taylor says, is to work out
how best to package orchestration programs
so that they are “aligned with the values of
each customer segment”, where the
ARENA-funded research will set out to
identify what those segments are.
It sounds like a load of marketing spiel,
because you’d think a battery is a battery
and customers will only want one thing out
of it – to get their money back fast. The most
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UPowr founders Stu Philpot,
left, and Daniel Friedman.

efficient way of doing
that is to use it to store
solar from your rooftop solar
system until you want to use it.
But the rapid rise of uncontrolled rooftop
solar is becoming a big problem. If batteries
are to slowly be included in new PV systems
or retrofitted to existing ones then it would
be better for all energy users and the
networks that their services be recruited to
the common cause of grid stabilisation.
About 73,000 household batteries have
been installed in a country that hosts nearly
2.5 million rooftop PV systems but only
about 10% of these batteries are controlled
by energy providers who can optimise their
charging and discharging, says ARENA
chief executive Darren Miller, “so it’s vital
that we continue to find ways to incentivise
customers to join these programs.”
ARENA is contributing $446,000 towards
the $943,155 UPowr project, which will focus
on customers in Victoria and NSW, with
Queensland and South Australia possibly

being included. If residential customers are
made aware of the benefits from enrolling in
VPPs and suchlike, all energy users will be
better off when the grid is stressed. It
happened in mid-March when a series of
unfortunate events in South Australia saw
AEMO curtail residential solar as part of its
attempt to offset plunging demand.
Phase one of the UPowr project will be
spent building a “customer segmentation
framework”, where solar-owning batterypondering prospects will be sorted into six
groups. Three orchestration programs will
then be designed to match the
aspirations and beliefs of the
personality types.
If they get it right, emotional
triggers will be pulled and
consumers will see the value in
residential batteries beyond the
lengthy economic payback periods.
More will be known about the
characteristics of the six types of
consumer by the end of April, when
phase one is due to finish.
“The team has pulled over 15
different behavioural science
cognitive psychology and behavioural
economic theories to underpin the
framework,” Taylor says. “If you’re someone
who, say, really values the environment,
how are we designing an orchestration
program which aligns with that.”
Plenty of smart people around the country
are working on virtual power plants, to see if
they work. Some have been struggling
because it’s actually not that easy explaining
to battery-owners why they should sign up.
Research from the University of NSW has
shown many consumers are sceptical about
sharing the revenue or savings they might get
from owning a battery with anyone else.
Why should they?
“But what we’re trying to say,” Taylor
says, “is that if you start from the
perspective of, what does the customer
actually want, how do you then build a
program based on that.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Solar retailer aims to sell the
battery customer what the
grid wants: system security
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RECYCLING

How to avoid
a massive PV pile-up

T

here is no such thing as clean energy,
says Peter Majewski. “Wind and solar
is definitely not clean; it is causing a
lot of problems. Not now, because most of
them are still on rooftops, but in 10 years’
time a lot of them are coming down and
no-one knows what do with them – then it’s
not clean anymore.”
Professor Majewski (pictured) is leading
research at the University of South
Australia’s Future Industries Institute to
help establish a lifetime stewardship scheme
for the PV industry. He’s not down on

renewables – he’s all for wind and solar –
but he knows a wave of waste is coming.
If there are 60 million-or-so solar panels
on Australian rooftops today, it can only
mean we can expect at least 1.2 million
tonnes of material to be recycled somehow
or sent to landfill over the next 20 years or
so. As for the blades on wind turbines, many
thousands of tonnes of composite fibre
material will have to be managed.
“The amount of material needed to create
the electricity out of solar panels or wind
turbines is an issue by itself,” Majewski says.
“A staggering amount of material sits in
solar panels or wind turbines worldwide.
The energy density of these technologies
is fairly low.”

THE ROAD FROM HERE
Product stewardship regulations are
needed to support the solar and wind
industries. Majewski is looking at the
development of legislation for product
stewardship or extended producer
responsibility legislation to set the
regulative background for recycling.
The government is well aware of the
potential for significant waste whenever
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new technology is rapidly adopted, as is the
case with solar. If a product is toxic at the
end of its life, then the manufacturer should
be liable somehow for what it is selling. A
recent example is the creation of the Battery
Stewardship Council, which covers leadacid batteries in cars and lithium-ion tech.
Televisions and mobile phones are further
examples of consumer gear that needs to be
disposed of a right way.
“Without legislation, it wouldn’t happen,”
says Majewski.
UniSA is working with other universities,
the Smart Energy Council and the recycling
industry to develop a stewardship scheme
for solar panels and has submitted a
proposal to the Department of Agriculture,
Water and the Environment, so that “the
things are collected and people are doing
the right thing; that all stakeholders know
their responsibilities and their duties in
order to avoid an unwanted waste stream.”
The surge in solar has set off an alarm. PV
panels were listed as a high priority in the
2019 national waste action plan and in 2020
the government announced a product
stewardship investment fund and asked for
proposals, including solar modules as a
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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The government may sound ambiguous about clean energy but it doesn’t want us
to trash PV panels or wind blades, says a UniSA researcher working on an end-of-life
stewardship program for clean energy gear.

RECYCLING

priority. Majewski is hoping his proposal
will be successful.
The government prefers a voluntary
product stewardship scheme where all
stakeholders – manufacturers, installers,
retailers – agree to measures in order to
collect and recycle panels at the end of their
lives. “This involves costs, and all
stakeholders have to agree to cost-sharing,”
he says. There are precedents: paint and car
tyres, for instance. In those cases, the
purchase price includes the cost of disposal
and recycling. Coffee pods and plastic
bottles are also in the government’s sights.

TOMORROW’S TABLETOP
Solar panels are a special problem,
Majewski says. They are big and don’t
contain a lot of value. “This is a very difficult
situation; if you have 20 solar panels on your
roof and you want to upgrade, no-one will
take them,” he says. In Victoria, solar
modules are banned from landfill.
But how do you recycle a solar panel – and
is it even worth recycling? Majewski says
there isn’t much of value in a panel: the
aluminium frame, high-strength glass (not
the sort of glass that is easily turned into
windows or bottles, although someone is
looking into its use as a road base), the
silicon in the solar cells, silver or coppernickel alloy and some plastic. “Overall, there

are not a lot of valuable elements in there,”
he says, estimating about $5 per panel,
depending on the scrap metal value.
If there are enough panels to feed into a
PV recycling industry then the cost of
processing, he hopes, might be brought low
enough for it to turn a profit. On his estimate
there are about 60 million panels on
rooftops around the country, or $300
million in retrievable materials. “It is
possible,” he says.
A local industry has sprung up. In
Adelaide, Reclaim PV is using a thermal
technique to separate panels and reduce
them to their component parts. In Sydney,
PV Industries is working out ways to get
value out of old modules. At the University
of NSW, researchers are testing methods
for retrieving componentry, including
cells, intact.
The Australian Renewable Energy
Agency is also funding research into new
materials that would be easier to recycle,
with an ambition to replace fluorinated
polymers with something that won’t
produce hydrogen fluoride, a toxic gas,
when burned.
About 10 million panels are being
installed a year in Australia, enough to
sustain a viable recycling industry. Getting
the silicon back to the manufacturers will be
another problem to solve down the track.

‘They say solar panels last 20 to 25 years ... but
about a third are not reaching their operational life
because they are knocked out by weather events.’

Image: Juanamari Gonzalez/Shutterstock.com

Peter Majewski, University of South Australia
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AROUND WE GO AGAIN
What about wind? The towers of power that
have cropped up around the country won’t
last forever, although the blades were made
to withstand hell on Earth. “The blade is the
part that is very hard to recycle,” Majewski
says. “They are often made of fibreglass
composite, silica glass fibre composite or
carbon fibre composite, which are very
difficult to recycle.”
Blades are enormous, up to 70 metres
long, and as wind farms reach retirement
after about 20 years’ operation they will be
start to really pile up.
It gets worse. Majewski points out that
quoting the “natural operational life” of a
renewable energy asset is a shortsighted, as
solar panels and wind turbine blades
sometimes suffer early demise if they are
unlucky enough to get in the way of hail,
lightning or birds – all of which are common
in Australia.
“A bird strike can knock out a blade,” he
says. “If you have three blades and one blade
has severe drag then the whole thing needs
to be looked at otherwise the propeller
starts to wobble. It’s a balancing act.”
Compared with coal-fired or nuclear
plants, it’s fair to say clean energy
technology has a fairly short lifetime.
“It’s an issue with all renewable energy,
that they are the most exposed to the
environment,” Majewski says. “With solar
panels on rooftops they are the first thing
hit by any hail, sandstorm, cyclone,
lightning. They say that they last 20 to 25
years, still producing energy at about
60-70%, but about a third of the panels are
not reaching their operational life because
they are knocked out by weather events or
other things.”
Majewski recalls an International
Renewable Energy Agency report from 2016
which showed about half of solar panels do
not reach their operational life.
When it comes time to replace a roof at a
commercial or industrial site or expand a
residential PV system, PV panels that may
have plenty of life left in them are simply
taken down and replaced with new gear.
It suits installers, who get to sell a load
of new gear and tell the client they can
expect greater efficiency, but it still means
a pile of decent panels will be chucked on
the scrapheap.
“They are still operational, they are not
damaged – they are just unwanted,” he says.
Will a second-hand market for solar
modules ever take off? It’s time to think of
something. Pretty quick.
June 2021 ecogeneration
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Countdown to
demand response
An AEMO rule change that allows energy users to act
independently in offering demand response is an important
step towards a two-sided market, a Spark Club event heard.

B

usiness operations pay for the energy
they use. When demand for electricity
soars, however, they can also be paid
for the energy they don’t use. This flexibility
to participate in the energy market by
adjusting load in response to supply
restrictions – and requests from the market
operator – is called demand response, and
an AEMO rule change on October 24 will
see it expanded from a limited list of large
energy users to broader industy.
As renewable generators slowly replace
dispatchable coal, the ability to shape
demand to match less-predictable sources of
supply will be an important element in
managing the National Electricity Market.
In April, the EnergyLab’s Spark Club hosted
Energy Synapse CEO Marija Petkovic to
hear her predictions for how the rule
change will enable a “two-sided market”.
Speaking with Spark Club co-founder
(and Enosi Australia co-founder) Grant
McDowell, Petkovic started with an
anecdote from her time working in the
United States market. She recalled a
capacity auction in 2016-17 where demand
response made about 4% of the bids. Her
14MW demand response bid of about $US70
ended up being the clearing price in the
market, where the next price was $US100.
The result was that consumers saved almost
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$US700 million, a 30% reduction in the
annual capacity cost — the flipside being
generators lost 30% expected revenue.
“When you think of it in those terms you
can see why demand response has been
traditionally opposed in Australia,” she said.
Demand response comes in many forms:
in an emergency situation, via AEMO’s
Reliability and Emergency Reserve Trader
mechanism; as an opportunistic action in
the wholesale market, either in the spot
market or via a contract with a retailer that
includes an option of demand response
participation; as frequency control ancillary
services (FCAS), and; providing demand
response to a network provider.
“It can make sense for a network provider
to secure demand response instead of
augmenting the network,” Petkovic said.
“You could be helping them to manage peak
load, congestion or voltage.” Such deals are
very opaque and hard to negotiate, however,
and a lack of transparency is creating more
complexity than is needed.
The opportunity to use demand response
to trade the FCAS markets was opened up in
2017, after which aggregators got serious
about pitching to industrial and commercial
energy users. Today, demand response makes
up about 20% of FCAS markets, she said. “A
huge increase, basically from nothing.” The

rule change on October 24 will allow demand
response service providers to act
independently from retailers with the ability
to trade a client’s load in the wholesale
market, a similar shift to 2017 but “now you
are not limited to your retailer in terms of
how you access demand response”.
A big benefit of the change that is
somewhat overlooked is that demand
response will be guaranteed at least at the
price bid in the market. “This is a significant
point,” she said. One of the biggest
challenges industrials have is they provide
demand response without knowing the
price they will receive. “They’re hoping the
price will be, say, $10,000/MWh, but they
might curtail and find the spike they were
expecting didn’t eventuate.”
There is a lot of opportunity, she said, for
bids between $500-$14,000/MWh. “It can
really cut the price in the market – and
that’s the opportunity we are chasing.”
Many have tried their hand in demand
response, Petkovic said, but the failure rate
has been regrettably high. It’s very difficult
to forecast a market where generators have a
natural advantage. After all, they know
when they dispatch they will at least get
their bid price. The demand response rule
change, which guarantees at least the price
bid in the market, goes some way towards
levelling the playing field. The shift to fiveminute settlement on October 1 tips the
advantage to bigger, more sophisticated
energy users, who are likelier more
automated and nimble than smaller or older
industrial operations. Demand response
especially suits flat loads, she said.
“Some people will be nervous … [after the
five-minute rule change is effected on
October 1] they will have 24 days of
experience with five-minute settlement
before they are potentially in a wholesale
demand response mechanism,” said
Petkovic, who predicted the rule change
will encourage energy software companies
to offer aggregator services to tempt revenue
away from retailers. And make no mistake,
international players are watching this
market, “although I don’t think gigawatts of
demand response will enter overnight”.
The shift to renewables will see the
market “lose control of supply”, she said.
Large-scale batteries and demand response
both will play an important role, so long as
regulators change the rules so that
batteries are not hit with network charges
that discourage them from indulging their
full, flexible potential. “That’s going to
have to be resolved.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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ENERGY TRANSITION

EVENT

Energy Next: where clean
technology has the stage
This year the Australian Clean Energy Summit will share the stage with Energy Next,
where the renewables crowd can learn about tomorrow’s technology.
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A

s the clean energy transition
accelerates in Australia, NSW is
gearing up to become a clean energy
superpower. The state’s Electricity
Infrastructure Bill will deliver 12GW of new
renewable energy generation across five
Renewable Energy Zones and 2GW of
energy storage capacity by 2030. The NSW
Government has also announced the $750
million Net Zero Industry and Innovation
Program to support the development of
clean technologies, help slash the emissions
of existing industries and establish green
hydrogen hubs.
Coinciding with NSW’s ambitious plan, an
exciting clean energy event is coming to ICC
in Sydney on July 13 and 14. Energy Next is a
free-to-attend B2B exhibition showcasing
the latest clean energy innovation and
technologies, which will be held for the first
time alongside Clean Energy Council’s
Australian Clean Energy Summit.
The addition of Energy Next to the
Australian Clean Energy Summit will form
the most comprehensive clean energy event
in NSW, generating even further
conversations and connections to improve
clean energy generation and adoption in
the country.
“The combination of Energy Next with
the Australian Clean Energy Summit offers
www.ecogeneration.com.au

significant added value by giving attendees
first-hand exposure to the technologies and
innovations driving Australia’s clean energy
transition,” says Clean Energy Council CEO
Kane Thornton.
“It will also help to increase collaboration
across the industry, giving technology
suppliers the chance to create connections
and explore opportunities with the
industry’s most senior executives and
decision-makers. The Clean Energy Council
is delighted to welcome Energy Next to the
Australian Clean Energy Summit and is
looking forward to a fantastic event in July.”

WELCOME BACK
Energy Next is organised by the same
people behind All-Energy Australia, the
largest renewable energy event in the
country. Across two days, Energy Next will
bring a quality exhibition to NSW and
provide workshops and networking
opportunities for those working in the clean
energy industry.
“With NSW’s exciting plans to shift to
renewables, Energy Next’s inaugural edition
arrives on the industry’s calendar at an
important time and is well-positioned to
cater to the NSW clean energy market,” said
Energy Next portfolio director Robby Clark.
“The event is set to be the destination in

NSW for the industry to connect with
suppliers face-to-face, collaborate with
peers and learn from industry experts about
the latest industry developments.”
Energy Next’s exhibition will feature the
latest renewable energy and energy
management technologies and solutions
from leading suppliers, including AC Solar
Warehouse, Fimer, Italwind, Nextracker,
NHP, Prosun Solar, Shoals Technologies,
SMA Australia and Solar Analytics.
Visitors will also have free access to
sessions and workshops, with expert
speakers discussing the latest technical
issues and opportunities. The program will
focus on three themes: products,
innovations and new clean energy sources
set to change how we generate and use
power; what our energy mix looks like today
and how we’re making progress in shifting
towards a low-carbon energy system, and;
the impetus to drive R&D in renewable
energy projects and initiatives forward.
An extensive range of topics will be
covered in the technical sessions including
hydrogen energy, electric vehicles, next
generation solar energy technology, fuel cell
technology, integration of existing
infrastructure and much more.
With Energy Next’s strategic partnership
with the Clean Energy Council, the event will
host the Clean Energy Council’s Solar
Masterclass, a one-stop shop for solar
installers to get their fix of expert advice on
the big design and installation issues facing
the industry. Installers and designers will also
be able to earn CPD points and hear the latest
updates on standards and compliance issues.
Energy Next is proudly supported by the
NSW Government. With the state
government’s support, Energy Next will
strengthen the renewable energy
community in NSW and help drive
Australia’s clean energy transition.
Energy Next will be held July 13 to 14 at the
ICC Sydney. To access the program and
register for free, visit www.energynext.com.au
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Keep your cool …
Exergenics searches for
$40m in supermarket savings
A Melbourne energy efficiency
software company is
attracting international
recognition while slowly
proving the possibilities of its
service to larger and larger
Australian clients.

W

alking into a supermarket is like
walking into an ice rink, where
arctic blasts from refrigerated
shelving and lidless chest freezers inspire
shoppers to mourn the fact they didn’t don
skiwear before setting out to grab an eightpack of Paddlepops.
Don’t blame the shop-owners, though,
because there are strict rules about how
cold some food has to be.
The cost of all that frigid air is included
in your shopping bill, of course, but in its
eternal effort to spend less Coles has
enlisted a Melbourne energy efficiency
company to help it run its fridges better.
Exergenics is collecting data at three
Coles stores in the first stage of a pilot

program to develop optimised control
strategies for refrigeration equipment.
Racks of refrigeration in your typical
supermarket include low-, medium- and
high-temperature fridges. The low-temp
units contain all the frozen stuff, medium
will house milk and cheese and high-temp
display various other goods that prefer to
be kept cold.
When your refrigerated inventory goes
into people’s stomachs, it’s not simply a case
of dialling the units to run on a warmer
setting and save energy that way. Instead,
Exergenics co-founder and CEO Iain
Stewart expects to find energy savings by
watching how compressors and rooftop
fans operate.
“We’ll look at everything we can to
maximise efficiency without impacting food
safety,” Stewart tells EcoGeneration. To that
end, the refrigeration levels won’t be toyed
with. Instead, it becomes a game of looking
at the back end. “We’re trying to look at how
the compressors and the fans are working
together to change the pressure of the fluid,”
he says. “It’s all the equipment you never get
to see, unless you’re in the back room.
Without installing any new equipment, we
want to understand how
can we change the controls
and get things to work
more efficiently.”

Coles has supplied data in 10-minute time
steps which shows there may be room for
improvement in the control of the fans.
Rooftop fans will have different efficiencies
at different outside air temperatures, and
Exergenics’ software smarts will be set to
work to find what those efficiencies are.
If it’s 25°C outside, for example, with 50%
loading on the fridges, how fast should the
fans run and how many compressors should
be active to deliver adequate cooling using
the least possible energy?
You might be running the fan too much
and not the compressors — or the other
way around.
The three refrigeration systems in a
common supermarket may rely on four
compressors each, all separate but in the
same room. Separate fans on the roof will
serve each of the three refrigeration
systems. Fans are not as energy-hungry as
the compressors, the machines that turn
refrigerant gas back into a liquid, creating
heat in the process. The fans are used to
take the heart out of the compressed liquid,
which then goes through an evaporator and
sucks in heat as it travels through a circuit
of narrow plumbing in refrigerators. Before
it goes around again. Over and over. In an
endless cycle of compression and expansion.
That keeps all that ice-cream from melting.

Exergenics co-founders and twin
brothers Iain Stewart (left, pretty sure)
and Tim Stewart (right, we think).
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In a set up at a large
retailer, compressors and
fans work together to
reject heat from returning
refrigerants. “We’re
coming up with ways to
look at how much load
is on the fridges, what’s
the outside temperature
and how can we use that
data to maximise the
efficiency of the system,”
Stewart says.

Any news about a huge business turning its
attention to energy efficiency arouses
feelings about how the “first fuel” is so
overlooked. During his time as an analyst at
ClimateWorks Australia Stewart recalls
reports that showed the technical
opportunity for energy efficiency is a
possible 3% year-on-year improvement for
industry, buildings and transport, “but we
only access about 1% of that efficiency gain
each year, and that’s typically due to
equipment improvement over time.”
He blames the faulty internal human
calculus, where future energy savings for
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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ENERGY MIND GAME
UNDER THE LID

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

efficient equipment are seen as less of an
incentive than a saving today on cheaper,
less efficient gear.
“Someone might say, I can spend $1,500
on a new air-conditioner today and make
my money back in three or four years and
profit for the next 10 years, but they’ll often
spend $1,000 on a new air-conditioner
and pay more over the lifetime of the piece
of equipment.”
All of this is happening in an environment
where businesses will grab attention by
spending on clean energy generation before
making all that much effort to understand
their load and rein it in.
The energy efficiency crowd have felt left
out for a long time now, when they are
equally capable of contributing to the
decarbonisation of the economy.
“The work we do is hidden away in these
back rooms that not many people know
exist,” Stewart says. “It doesn’t have the
same green-washing potential some of these
other actions do.”
It’s easier not to use a kilowatt-hour of
energy than it is to generate another
kilowatt-hour, so why wouldn’t you spend
on energy efficiency to avoid the enormous
outlay of upgrading transmission and
distribution lines?

Image: Jackson Stock Photography/Shutterstock.com

SPLIT INCENTIVE
As equipment becomes more efficient it is
also becoming more complicated, Stewart
says. About 20 years ago it was fairly easy to
sit down and work out on a spreadsheet a
reasonably optimal operation strategy for
equipment in a facility. These days, it’s not
as easy to work out the most efficient
capacity levels for different pieces of gear,
especially when they are running together.
It’s no fault of the equipment
manufacturers, however. Rather, the job of
working out the best control strategy is
delegated down the chain. Take HVAC,
for example.
“In a typical building the controls
engineer is a subcontractor to the
mechanical engineer, and the builder just
wants to [complete construction] and get
out of there, so there is not a lot of budget
left for controls,” he says. “There’s a split
incentive; who’s got the financial incentive
to do this?” The developer only cares if
stuff works.
The “green story” is being heard, though,
and tenants are very slowly becoming aware
of what energy efficiency means.
Can Exergenics’ smarts and others like
www.ecogeneration.com.au

‘Without installing any new equipment, we
want to understand how can we get things to
work more efficiently.’
Iain Stewart, Exergenics
them be incorporated into energy-hungry
equipment at manufacture? “We are
heading down that path,” Stewart says,
hinting that the company is working on
ways to ease the transference of data onto
its platform so it can hand back
recommendations.
Huge amounts of solar exports and the
steep ramp to evening peak show “there is a
massive opportunity there for large energy
users” to cut costs by being flexible about
their loads. “And the benefits for grid
stability would be massive.”
Exergenics estimates annual cost savings

across HVAC in offices, retail, hospitals,
tertiary education, data centres and
government buildings of about $500 million.
In the supermarket sector, there is potential
to save $40 million by better operation of
refrigeration alone.
The work Exergenics takes on is not being
ignored overseas. Iain and fellow co-founder
and twin brother Tim, both 29, have been
selected for the Forbes 30 Under 30 Asia
List for 2021 in the category for industry,
manufacturing and energy.
It’s a fantastic result for a company that
was only launched in 2019.
June 2021 ecogeneration
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Rising costs reverse falling
PV price trend
The falling cost of solar module technology has been arrested by rising costs for
materials and shipping, a report from Rystad Energy shows.
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AVERAGE MODULE PRICE AND NEW INSTALLED CAPACITY
Price in USD per watt
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represents 10% of global demand for silver,
whereas the expected additional growth
brought on by the automotive industry amid
the rise of hybrid and electric vehicles could
drive silver demand from this sector up by
more than 70% between 2020 and 2025,
pushing prices even higher.

NOT SO SHINY
On the supply side, mine production of silver
has been falling since 2016. If prices climb to
over $40 an ounce – a level last seen in 2011
– silver’s contribution to module cost could
rise to $0.03/Wp, Rystad says. And silver is
just one of several key commodities used in
PV module manufacturing, alongside
polysilicon, glass and aluminium – all of
which have seen price increases over the
past 12 months.
Historically, the cost of a shipment
transport from China to key markets around
the world has been $0.006/Wp, but in 2021,
in the aftermath of covid-19, it spiked to
$0.02/Wp. This is another significant cost
increase for PV developers as shipping now

accounts for just under 10% of the cost of the
module FOB (prior to shipping). As recently
as 2019, this represented only 3%. While this
increase could possibly be a short-term
effect of the pandemic, Asian-centric
module production means shipping cost will
remain a key factor to watch.
Rising costs will impact economics
significantly at high-capacity facilities that
benefit from economies of scale. For a
typical large-scale 100MW utility PV
project, a cost increase on a module from
$0.18 to $0.24/Wp represents a 9% hike in
project capex on a dollar-per-watt basis.
Furthermore, for modules that previously
accounted for 25% of the project capex, their
share of costs would climb to about 30%,
thus increasing the project’s levelized cost
of energy by $3/MWh, Rystad’s research
shows. The implication of increased costs
will be delays to projects nearing financial
close as project margins shrink for
developers, engineering, procurement and
construction companies and original
equipment manufacturers.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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F

or decades the solar PV industry has
been lulled by the mantra that
technology costs will fall and fall,
leading to the easy conclusion that orders
will grow and grow. That song is over.
Rising commodity prices and shipping
costs are eroding utility PV project margins,
a Rystad Energy report reveals. Modules
account for the largest single capex item of
utility PV projects, which means even modest
changes in costs can lead to significant
challenges for project economics.
Over the past 10 years, the industry has
seen an 80% drop in module prices on a
dollar-per-watt basis, from over $1 per watt
peak (Wp) in 2011 to less than $0.20/Wp
free-on-board (FOB) in 2020.
This year, however, module costs FOB
from China have already risen to above
$0.22/Wp, reversing a seven-year trend.
This development was caused by a price
hike of key commodities used to make
silicon solar cells, including polysilicon,
silver, aluminium and glass, as well as
higher shipping costs.
One of the key commodities used in solar
cell manufacturing is silver, as its electrical
properties make it an ideal electrical contact
to the front and rear of the cell. Between
2012 and 2016, the industry dramatically
reduced the use of silver from over 200
milligrams per cell to around 100mg/cell.
The amount of silver used has declined
only moderately since 2016, and currently
lies in the range of 80-90mg per cell –
contradicting bullish predictions of industry
bodies. By using less silver per cell, and also
benefiting from the commodity price drop,
the PV industry has seen the contribution
of silver’s cost per watt reduced from
$0.05/Wp in 2012 to $0.015/Wp in 2020.
However, silver’s contribution to total
module costs is now on the rise again as
silver usage per cell has plateaued while
prices are increasing. The PV sector
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Sungrow expands
home storage offer
As batteries are included in more and more new
residential solar systems, Sungrow has expanded
its offering with a new range of energy storage
systems comprised of hybrid inverters and
high-voltage batteries.
Most of the PV systems in Australia are small-scale
residential but Sungrow’s range extends to
commercial rooftop installations.
Batteries are available between 9.6kWh and
102.4kWh, with three-phase hybrid inverters between
5kW and 50kW. With all information integrated into
one app, users can click to initialize both inverter and
battery, to commission the system automatically
and manage the plant yield.
The company estimates its market share in Australia
for the residential segment grew to 24% in 2020.

Solar company Q Cells has
secured the ‘Top Brand PV
2021’ seal from EuPD
Research, a global research
institute, for the sixth year
in a row in Australia.
The seal is awarded to
companies that receive
excellent feedback and
ratings in EuPD Research’s
‘Global PV InstallerMonitor’
survey. Since its foundation
in 1999 in Germany, Q Cells
in 2007 began developing
its Q.ANTUM advanced
PERC technology. In 2012,
it became the first PV
manufacturer to begin
mass production of solar
modules based on this
PERC technology.
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ABB showcases tech in home of the future
This 10-star energy-efficient home delivered by
Adelaide-headquartered consultancy SUHO
features the first Australian pilot installation of
ABB-free@home automation and a TerraAC
wallbox electric vehicle charger, also from ABB,
working in synergy with a FIMER solar inverter
and solar energy storage system.
The ABB-free@home system provides
feedback on the energy consumption of the
house and allows for comfort levels and energy
efficiency to be automated.
With buildings and their construction
accounting for 36% of global energy use and
39% of energy-related CO2 emissions annually,
SUHO’s 10-star house in the Adelaide suburb
of Woodforde showcases how form and
functionality can combine to reduce
environmental impact.
The ABB system allows the remote control of

lighting, shutters, electric windows and
awnings from a smartphone. The system can
be integrated with third-party solutions such as
whitegoods and audio systems.
Fimer’s React2 solar-energy storage system
combines with ABB-free@home to make the
most of rooftop solar energy, so that battery
use is optimised. For instance, the owner might
program the system to charge an EV once the
battery has reached 80% capacity.
“Most Australian new builds are at the sixstar level, which in the global vision is a pretty
poor standard when it comes to energy usage,”
says ABB market development manager,
building automation Australia and New Zealand
Christian Schiemann. “A six-star house uses on
average 83MJ per square metre and a 10-star
house is so passive it only uses 3MJ per square
metre — a massive difference.”

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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SOLAR INSTALLER | CASE STUDY

An Adelaide microgrid project
has answered the call to
help provide grid security in
South Australia.

T

he energy system is being transformed
from a model where centralised
sources supply a fractal tree of
consumers to one where thousands and
thousands of small power plants are largely
left to do their own thing. It’s alarming, to
put it mildly. To avoid stress in the system it
makes sense to locate large energy users and
encourage them to be as flexible about how
they use electricity as possible. If supply is
looking tight, can they cut demand?
In the case of the SA Produce Market in
Adelaide, a hungry energy user, the solution
extended to the addition of a microgrid that
can also answer the call by supplying
electricity into the grid, drawing on a
2.5MW solar system, 2.61MW/4.325 MWh
of storage and a 2.4MW diesel generator.
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The project is a fine example of what to
expect as we shift towards a two-sided
market, where consumers can become
suppliers at a moment’s call. In this case it’s
a strategy that was forged in the fire of
catastrophe. The key driver for the produce
market microgrid was the state-wide
electricity blackout in 2016, says Schneider
Electric vice-president of power systems
James Hunt. “They lost about a million
dollars worth of stock.”
In the wash up, where politicians left and
right were looking for someone or
something to blame, the South Australian
government thought ahead and directed
funding towards any solution that would
improve grid resilience.
The SA Produce Market microgrid project
cost $10.5 million, including $2.25 million in
government funds.

FRESH FRUIT
In Hunt’s mind, for a microgrid project to
justify its existence it has to enable the entry
of renewables, offer resilience to the grid

and/or push energy costs down. “This one
ticks all of those boxes,” he says. “They had
experienced the blackout and lost some
stock; they wanted to put in solar and make
operations more renewable, and; as a direct
market participant, they had an exposure
they wanted to manage.”
A microgrid that included PV and storage
could balance shortfalls in solar output and
fluctuations in energy price. “They manage
their own load and their own exposure,”
Hunt says. “For them, it’s about managing
their own risk in the market and optimising
their own position.”
Although Schneider’s EcoStruxure
Microgrid Advisor platform that underlies
the microgrid is capable of responding to
demand response signals and forecasting
demand response opportunities, the market
is not part of a virtual power plant or
offering demand response services.
The platform decides on optimal output
by forecasting solar generation, energy price
and load shape. “It will adjust the storage
and the grid energy component based on
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Fresh approach to energy
sees produce market
tenants save 25%
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The platform decides optimal energy mix on a 15-minute cycle but will revise
its outcome in response to sudden swings in the market.

maximising the cost reduction to the
customer,” Hunt says. With a self-learning
algorithm humming away in the
background, the site essentially runs on
“autopilot”, Hunt says. “They don’t have to
set anything or make any changes to
operations; it just runs in the background.”
The platform decides optimal energy mix
on a 15-minute cycle but will revise its
outcome in response to sudden swings in
the market. “That’s more its reactive
response as opposed to the optimisation
engine that runs in the background.”

THINKING AHEAD
Hunt gives an example of a day where an
engineer asked why the battery was
charging when energy was costing
$150/MWh. Well, it turns out that later in
the day energy was costing more like
$350/MWh. “It was still going to be the
most optimal outcome,” he says. “Even
though prices were relatively high at the
time, they were going to be higher later.”
Every day is different and Hunt says
www.ecogeneration.com.au

there’s no point trying to anticipate the
platform’s thinking. If prices go to negative,
the battery will take on as much charge as it
can and the solar will switch itself off.
Through an agreement with SA Power
Networks the market is allowed to export,
although there are constraints.
Battery storage has been a slow burner in
the world of commercial and industrial
applications, with managers favouring the
immediate value in solar. Where storage can
counterbalance an evident risk in a business,
the case for a battery becomes stronger.
“It depends on the customer having
another driver,” Hunt says. “The business
case may stack up or it may be sub-marginal,
but if there is another driver, such as loss of
stock or business continuity, then that
typically pushes it over the line.”

ITERATIVE PROCESS
Decisions on forecasting are fine-tuned as
the machine adds to its knowledge each day
and refines its thinking. “If there was a
person trying to do it, the question would

be: why?” Hunt says. “Humans are
notoriously poor at decision-making and
forecasting. That’s why the optimisation
engine runs every 15 minutes in the
background, to update with new solar
forecast, new market pricing, new load
shape to optimise it. It’s not something you
can set up and leave. And it’s not something
you can codify in a set of rules that follow
simple logic and get a good outcome.”
Operations at the market begin very early
in the morning, when most of us are still
asleep, and peak load typically occurs
between 2pm and 3pm, Schneider says.
The Schneider platform optimizes the use
of the battery against the volatile spot
market, so it is doing most of its work during
high or negative prices. The software also
considers the operational constraints of the
battery, so it is operated within the
manufacturer’s requirements for warranty.
This means the battery will work harder on
high opportunity days and less on low
opportunity days, Schneider says.
The engineering and construction of
produce market project was delivered by
Autonomous Energy as the principal
contractor. The microgrid includes 6,412
solar modules and 25 Tesla Powerpack
batteries. The solar and battery power is
separate, so the system can have 2.34MW
solar and 2.61MW batteries going at once.
Batteries can charge from solar power,
grid power or from the back-up generator,
supplying the site loads when the sun goes
down or exporting to the grid when spot
prices are high. In the event of grid outage,
the system will automatically isolate from
the grid and continue to supply the site’s full
electrical load.
It’s good news for tenants, too, who saw
their electricity costs fall 25% on the last
financial year, compared with a 2% drop
in consumption.
June 2021 ecogeneration
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Resist the pressure:
compliance is a solar
installer’s responsibility

T

he smooth operation of the solar
industry depends upon the
compliance of parties involved with
the Renewable Energy (Electricity)
Regulations 2001. While most installers will
not be intimately familiar with all parts of
this document, it governs the requirements
for many of the fundamental interactions
within the industry. This includes the
creation and assignment of Small-scale
Technology Certificates (STCs), which for
many installers working in the residential
rooftop solar industry forms the lifeblood
of the sector.
While the Renewable Energy (Electricity)
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Regulations 2001 have far-reaching effects
into generation, transmission and
consumption of renewable energy in
Australia, there is one regulation within
them that impacts the day-to-day work
practices of solar installers more than any
other – 20AC: Requirements for the
Creation of Certificates.
This regulation requires installers to
declare their compliance with all local, state
or territory government requirements, the
Clean Energy Council’s Code of Conduct
and all relevant Australian Standards,
including AS/NZS 1170.2 – Structural
Design Actions, Part 2: Wind Actions.

When an accredited installer signs the
STC claim after installation, they are
declaring that the installation complies
with this regulation.

NO SHORTCUTS
Along with the racking system
manufacturer’s instructions, AS/NZS 1170.2
dictates the requirements for the
arrangement of solar modules on a roof
structure, more specifically “amendment 2,
appendix D, paragraph D6”, which will
apply to most domestic installations.
The most common noncompliance with
these requirements comes from the
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Ensuring that a solar installation is compliant with standards is the installer’s responsibility,
regardless of pressure from designers or retailers, writes Nathan Smith.

COMPLIANCE | SOLAR INSTALLER

proximity of modules to the edges of the
roof. That is, where modules sit a distance s
above the roof surface, they must be at least
twice that distance (2s) from the edges of
the roof (not gutter). For instance, if a
module is installed so that it sits 100mm
above the roof surface, the installer must
maintain a minimum of 200mm from the
edges of the roof structure. In some cases,
the manufacturer’s instructions may
prescribe larger exclusion zones that need
to be observed. As a result, it is vital for
installers to have a sound understanding of
the products that they are installing.
If a module is installed too close to the
edge of the roof, not only does it fail to meet
the requirements of the standard and the
manufacturer’s instructions, it poses a risk
that the module, racking system and
structure could be subject to wind loadings
they are not designed for.
This could result in damage to the
modules or structure. In a worst-case
scenario, modules could become dislodged
from the roof, posing a significant hazard.
With the damage that can be caused by
not complying with these requirements,
why would an installer not follow them?
Unfortunately, this can be caused by a lack
of familiarity with AS/NZS 1170.2 or by the
installer not following or understanding the
racking manufacturer’s instructions.
Pressure from a retailer to install a
certain number of modules that cannot
compliantly fit can also play a role in an
installer making a decision to install
modules too close to roof edges.
Without physically measuring a roof

If a module is installed too close to the edge of
the roof it fails to meet the requirements of the
standard and the manufacturer’s instructions.
space, it can be difficult to tell if an array can
be installed on a roof with consideration to
the available space, the location of
structural members and mounting points,
and the required clamping zones of the
specific module. Due to this, a design that
has been completed without attendance to
site (that is, by a designer without practical
experience with building structures using a
design tool with satellite imagery) can often
have allowed for more modules than can
practically and/or compliantly be installed.

THE PRIMARY CONCERN
In a situation where an installer finds that
the design is not appropriate for the roof
space after measuring up, they need to stop
and consider alterations to the design that
will allow it to be installed compliantly. This
could involve re-arranging the modules on
the roof or in some situations reducing the
number of modules that are to be installed.
In either case, once a solution has been
found, the changes should be approved with
the customer and retailer.
The Clean Energy Council understands
the difficult situation that installers can find
themselves in when they have been sent to a
site and realise that the system design they
have been asked to install is not able to be
completed in a compliant manner. To
protect installers in a situation where they

are sub-contracting for a retailer, the Clean
Energy Council has created the Solar SunContractor Agreement. This template
provides installers with some legal
protection against last-minute changes and
can be a good start to having these difficult
conversations, before you even get to site.
The important thing for installers to
remember in this situation is the installation
cannot be completed without you, and when
you sign off the installation you are stating
as per the regulations that the installation
complies with the relevant standards.
The industry depends on CEC-accredited
people to ensure installations are compliant.
STCs cannot be generated without someone
having your qualification, experience and
industry skills. So, make sure that the value
of your accreditation is considered in every
installation you sign off.

Nathan Smith
is a technical
support officer
at the Clean
Energy Council.
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Tracking ratchets up yields at
PV-hybrid mine sites

M

ine sites hundreds of kilometres
from any connection to the grid are
catching on to renewables. It might
take a lot of effort to install a clean energy
system way out in the middle of nowhere but
owners have decided it’s worth it when they
look at the cost savings, the effects of taking
some risk out of energy supply and
emissions which can be offset.
Two systems delivered for Australian
miners by engineering, procurement and
construction company Juwi show how
swiftly the sector has developed.

PV systems at the Boonanarring mine and
Agnew mine (above) in Western Australia.
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In 2016 Juwi completed a 10.6MW solar
system to augment 19MW of diesel
generation at the DeGrussa mine, owned by
Sandfire Resources and located about
900km from Perth. Just four years later, the
EPC connected a sophisticated power plant
at Gold Field’s Agnew mine, 650km from
Perth, that included 4MW solar, 4MWh of
battery storage, 18MW of wind and back-up
gas generators.
A comparison of the two projects
highlights the how much has changed in the
world of behind-the-meter microgrids that

rely on solar PV and how single-axis
tracking has gone mainstream.
When Juwi (pronounced You-we) worked
on the DeGrussa system in 2016 there was
only one other grid-scale PV plant that
included tracking, says Juwi Renewable
Energy head of development Andrew
Drager. Since then, tracking has become the
default option for utility-scale PV.
“There is only a handful that are nontracking,” he says.
Technology that turns solar panels to face
the sun from dawn to dusk is something
developers, financiers and mining
companies can easily understand. And it
works, with extra generation in the pre- and
post-midday shoulders accounting for an
increase in yield of about 25%, he says,
leading to a 15-20% reduction in levelized
cost of energy. “We also notice a lower O&M
cost per kilowatt-hour,” Drager says.
Monofacial modules are installed at
DeGrussa and Agnew, with some bifacial
panels included at Agnew for comparison’s
sake. Juwi’s future projects that use
tracking are “primarily bifacial”, he says.
Without sharing fi ndings from the
bifacial trial at Agnew Drager says the twofaced panels are delivering enough extra
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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It’s been a fast five years for solar at mine sites, where hybrid clean energy
systems are pushing the latest PV technology.
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yield to outweigh the extra cost. “It does
depend on the month and a number of
other factors,” he says.

IN ROTATION
Nextracker director of sales Australia,
South-East Asia and Pacific Andrew Chino
estimates 80% of projects – utility-scale and
off-grid behind-the-meter – are using or will
use tracking. The company has completed
about 75 projects in Australia since 2015, he
says, or nearly 5GW deployed or contracted.
The system at DeGrussa has stood up
well, despite a mini tornado which damaged
dampers – support structures that stop
panels oscillating in high winds – on some
of the trackers. All dampers on the system
were subsequently replaced by Nextracker
with stronger versions. When winds pick up
at DeGrussa the arrays will stow at 30° into
the wind, Chino says.
The $112 million project attracted $13.5
million in funding from the Australian
Renewable Energy Agency because the
expected life of the mine only allowed for a
short-term power purchase agreement, but
that’s not to say owner Sandfire won’t
switch from mining copper at the site to
processing gold, commonly collocated with
copper deposits. “There is a high likelihood
the PV plant will stay there a very long time
and keep supporting the mine as they
extend the mine life,” Drager says.

SKILLS FOR THE JOB
Over the past few years the restraining
factor in the rollout of utility-scale PV has
been the grid, Chino says. As investment
slowly flows into transmission upgrades and

The Agnew project proves the case for
hybrid solutions in remote locations.

development of renewable energy zones in
NSW, Queensland and Victoria development
of the grid will pick up. “While I don’t think
the effects will be immediate, a few years
down the road there will be a lot more
opportunity,” he says.
It might mean we see a squeeze on skilled
workers, but Drager cites DeGrussa as an
example where installers who have gained
familiarity with tracking systems would
take about half the time to finish the same
job today. Still, off-grid projects are
elementally more complex, Drager says.
They need to be integrated with existing
power stations, for a start.
Nevertheless, there is demand for hybrid
projects as companies – miners in particular
– follow the scent of shareholder sentiment
towards clean energy solutions and emissions

reductions. Juwi has three hybrid projects on
the go this year. “For us, that’s a record.”
In a country that’s dotted with miners, it
must be hard to know where to start. Drager
admits it’s been an interesting experience.
“When I started a hybrid development
company about eight years ago [that Juwi
subsequently bought] I had a book with
every mining company in Australia.
I started at the beginning and called a good
few hundred companies before I found the
one that agreed to take a chance,” he says.
“Now it’s the opposite. Every third
rooftop in Australia has solar PV, everyone
understands that it works and now it’s just a
case of cost. We’ve seen a lot more interest
in the past 12 months driven by cost and
shareholder expectations.
“The phone’s been ringing hot.”
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Solar tracking balances
higher yields with higher risks
Having delivered stage one of a giant behind-the-meter solar-and-tracking project,
Trina explains how the technology fits into Australia’s utility-scale PV market.

F

lat land and open skies are the two
simple requirements for a solar plant.
In the real world, however, developers
know they won’t get much back on their
investment without a muscly grid
connection and an off take agreement.
As the prime real estate for utility-scale
solar projects gets harder to find, developers
are working out how to squeeze maximum
value from top-shelf technology such as
tracking systems and bifacial modules.
The extra cost is worth it in many cases,
with higher output leading to lower
levelized cost of energy.
“We’re seeing LCOE reductions of 5-8%
for single-axis tracking and bifacial in pretty
much every part of Asia compared with
fixed-tilt,” says Trina Solar head of utility
solutions Asia-Pacific Andrew Gilhooly,
before pointing out the hard part. “There’s
always a bit of technology risk with trackers;
things move compared with fixed tilt,
there’s more maintenance and inherently
a higher risk profile.”

Gilhooly spoke to EcoGeneration having
just finished checking 4.5MW of Trina solar
and tracking at McCain Foods Australia’s
operations in Ballarat, Victoria, in what will
be Australia’s largest behind-the-meter
power plant.
When it’s finished, the plant will include
7.5MW of solar and a bioenergy plant that
can take tonnes of potato chip waste every
day to make energy and recover heat.
The panels at the McCain plant are
secured to single-axis tracking system by
TrinaTracker, a subsidiary of Trina Solar
that officially joined the family as Spanish
company Nclave in 2020.

HIGH WINDS
On Gilhooly’s estimates, about 80-90% of
utility solar projects in Australia use singleaxis tracking. The remaining 10-20% are in
cyclonic region C, which includes the
northern coast of Queensland. Regardless of
the risk of strong winds, developers chose
single-axis solutions by TrinaTracker for

120MW of projects in cyclone region C in
2018. “There have been some high wind
events pass through that locale in the years
since then without incident,” he says.
“We’ve got a very solid track record of
tracker deployment in high-wind regions.”
The extra yield gains from bifacial with
tracking are highly dependent on location,
with owners expecting between 15% and
25% extra yield, “depending on the region
and the solar resource, especially the
proportion of direct diff user radiance”.
To state the obvious, cloud cover has
a big impact on expectations for solar
plants. Tracking and bifacial panel
technology can be worth the extra effort
under these conditions.
When working on modelling for
monofacial projects in Malaysia and India
Trina has found single-axis systems in
tropical, quite cloudy locations can generate
about 10% more output than a fixed solution.
In that situation, the higher above-ground
elevation of a tracking solution makes
bifacial panels a worthy investment as more
reflected light will hit the rear of the array.
“You get an even bigger bifacial boost
from the modules on the tracker and that
tends to restore the tracking-and-bifacial
advantage [over fixed monofacial] to at least
15% or more,” Gilhooly says.
In heavy cloud cover, when sunlight is
scattering in all directions, reflected diff use
irradiance is maximised when panels are
horizontal. When stowed flat under those
weather conditions, yield can be boosted by
at least 3% on a typical site, he says.

TrinaTracker technology deployed at enormous scale
at a solar plant in Qinghai Province, China.
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The McCain job uses the company’s
210mm-wafer modules, which are about 20%
longer than standard panels. As modules get
bigger they need to be elevated higher above
ground when tracking is used, so as not to
reach the ground when tipped at east- and
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Land adjoining McCain Foods’ Ballarat plant now
hosts 4.5MW of a planned 7.5MW solar system.

west-facing extremes. PV arrays catch the
wind, of course, and the relationship between
height above ground and wind force on an
array is non-linear. This means incremental
increases in height will result in
proportionally greater wind effects.
“That increases the propensity for
challenges from second-order dynamic
effects like galloping, resonance or fluttering
in the wind,” Gilhooly says, listing a few
destructive manifestations of high wind
speeds on solar farms.
To get around these effects Trina has
adopted a multi-point driving system, where
a master drive in the middle of the tracker
and slave drives at each end stiffen the
entire tracker. “That motor at both ends also
acts as a self-locking feature,” he says,
stiffening the structure so that it increases
the natural frequency to a level where it
should never lose control.
That sounds good, but winds can be
vicious and the fact that tracking is seldom
used in cyclone region C is testament to
developers using caution.

ONE ROW OR TWO
TrinaTracker offers two solutions:
Vanguard, which uses the 2P configuration
(arrays of two panels joined at the short end,
or in portrait), and Agile, which uses two
separate arrays of panels in 1P orientation
where one array with tracking is linked to a
second, separate array.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Gilhooly is of the opinion that Vanguard
offers the best value for most of the country
because it uses fewer foundation points per
megawatt. As for wind conditions, he says
Vanguard is good for all of region A and bits
of region B, where extreme wind speeds are
less likely, whereas Agile is recommended
for region C and most of B. Because Agile
trackers are closer to the ground they’ll
stand up better at high wind speeds.
“[Agile] is cheaper from a supply
perspective and there are fewer critical
components that can fail in service, so there
is an opex reduction as well,” he says.
In a country the size of Australia it sounds
outrageous to suggest we’re running out of
land to build solar plants on, but Gilhooly
says it’s true that it’s becoming harder to
find land that suits all the criteria. “The
geotechnical characteristics are rockier or
the soil is more reactive, which has a big
bearing on foundations,” he says.
It was generally believed that trackers
should only be used on flat sites, but it’s no
longer the case, he says. “We’re seeing
tracking being considered on sites with
really quite variable terrain,” he says, “and
solar farms being deployed or considered on
sites prone to flood inundation.”

LEARNING ON THE JOB
Programming the tracking for bifacial
panels is way more complicated than
monofacial. The controller takes its cues

from an on-site weather station and applies
machine learning so the tracker improves its
decision-making over time. Gilhooly claims
a further 8% boost in yield is possible on
non-flat sites by varying the angles on
individual arrays to reduce shading on
adjacent trackers.
Because the high-power 210mm-wafer
modules are low-voltage relative to
standard panels, more of them can be fit on
a string, which reduces balance of system
and capex costs. Trina has been on a tear
rolling out ever more powerful modules,
with the 500W and 600W Vertex modules
launched last year and most recently a
670W Vertex module.
At the McCain site, which was built by
Smart Commercial Solar, it plans to test the
albedo effects on bifacial performance of
different ground covers such as crushed
rock and sand. The company is also in talks
to source Australian steel for tracking
systems installed locally.
The wide spacing of Vanguard trackers
dictated by the tall 2P orientation of
module arrays makes the tracker-panel
combination a good complement to arable
crops, he says, with plenty of ground open
to the sky but benefiting from partial shade
throughout the day.
“It doesn’t have to be one or the other
– solar or agriculture – we can potentially
keep both,” he says.
“That’s true sustainability.”
June 2021 ecogeneration
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Solar, batteries, hydrogen …
GRS takes a portfolio
approach to Australia
Already a high achiever in the utility-scale solar sector, the Spanish renewables firm
is scanning the local market for locations to deliver a total 300MW of storage.

D

espite what some say about the
hardships of chasing the sun, Carlos
Lopez says there is still “massive
potential for solar” in Australia. “It’s true
that there have been some challenges,” he
says, lamenting a lack of clear guidance by
federal energy policy. “Even so, we think the
future looks very promising.”
The managing director of the Australian
operation of Spanish renewables firm
GRS, part of the Gransolar Group, Lopez
is scoping opportunities for generation
and storage.
Utility-scale solar seems to always be
battling adversaries in the form of negative
pricing, grid constraints and marginal loss
factors, he admits, but as parts of the
network await the liberating effects of
transmission upgrades and connection to
large storage projects, developers of largescale solar are assessing and reassessing
opportunities up and down the NEM.
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“From a technical point of view I do
strongly believe storage is going to be a big
solution for the market and needs to be
applied in every single solar farm in the
future,” Lopez says. “We are on the right
path.”
Lopez is equally as supportive of standalone battery applications as he is of storage
at generation. “Both solutions can play a role
here,” he says. “There are going to be
projects where, depending on the area, a
combination of solar plus storage will work,
and others where storage is simply needed
to reinforce the grid.”

TOGETHER OR ALONE
In a connected grid there are going to be
many owners of many generating plants
trying to do the same thing: sell energy at
the best price. For wind and solar, which
generate whenever they feel like it, storage
is a valuable addition to a project. It would

make sense if plants that operate in
proximity share a battery, but the rules
dictate otherwise.
“In an ideal world, where you can have a
lot of transparency and see what the others
are doing, it would be great for your
investment,” Lopez says. Confidentiality
clauses get in the way, however, and
commitment to storage becomes an
intellectual study for networks, developers,
business owners and investors to solve in
their own little silos.
It’s the same all over the world, Lopez
says, where competitive generator activity
can suddenly change the economic outlook
for a project. “If there could be any
framework or policy to make everything
more transparent, that would be good, but
to be honest I see this as being quite
difficult.”
Around the world, the company has
completed 107 solar plants in 17 countries
with more than 2.4GW capacity. In
Australia, its portfolio of utility-scale plants
completed or in development totals more
than 550MW, including its EPC role in
development of the 200MW Blue Grass
Solar Farm in Queensland.

BEST OF BOTH SIDES
As to technology, Lopez says bifacial panels
with tracking will become standard in the
utility-scale solar sector. The increase in
output from light harvested from above and
from the rear of panels, combined with the
effects of rotating arrays on single-axis
tracking systems to face the sun and make
the most of light reflected from the ground
make the extra expense worth it, he says.
“There was a little bit of reluctance in the
financing, looking at a new technology, but
now I believe all the present and future
developments will assume that bifacial is
the right technology to choose,” says Lopez,
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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GRS’s global portfolio of utility-scale solar assets
includes some prime Australian sites.
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pointing out that a project with bifacial
panels can yield up to 7% more than one
with monofacial modules, depending on the
albedo (or reflected light, which itself relies
on the type of groundcover and a few other
things). Gransolar Group owns solar
tracking company PV Hardware.

BIG BATTERY TARGET
Through its storage company E22,
Gransolar is working on a 5MW standalone storage project for transmission
company AusNet in Longwarry, Victoria.
It’s the start of a serious commitment to
storage in Australia, where it hopes to build
13 assets totalling 300MW capacity over
the medium term.
“The battery is to reinforce the grid and
give services to AusNet,” Lopez says. “It’s a
small battery but it will help us a lot to
understand all the challenges of
participating in the market as a generator
with a battery and help us to expand our
portfolio in Australia.”
As to a medium-term company target to
deliver 300MW of storage, Lopez says the
first job is to find areas that are heavily
constrained or where constraints are likely
to be felt as more renewables connect to the
grid. “We are trying to talk with other
developers and investors where they have
current assets in the area and are struggling
to not be curtailed,” he says. “We believe
there is a technical solution and opportunity
to develop batteries at those locations.”
Distributed network service providers
are showing strong interest in tapping the
potential of batteries in their networks.
“It’s part of a complete process,” he says,

Carlos Lopez sees hydrogen production as
a logical complement to solar in Australia.

‘It’s still in very, very early stages but in our view
it makes a lot of sense to use solar to make
hydrogen in Australia.’
Carlos Lopez, GRS
with discussions underway with DNSPs in
South Australia, Victoria and NSW. “It’s a
long process, to be honest, but we are in
the middle of it.”

DON’T FORGET HYDROGEN
Another way to store electricity is to use it
to split water into oxygen and hydrogen, the
latter being touted as a modern wonder fuel.
“It’s still in very, very early stages but in our
view it makes a lot of sense to use solar to
make hydrogen in Australia,” says Lopez,
with the two energy sources making a nice

hybrid solution. It might not happen
overnight, as investors appraise the
technology and decide their level of comfort
with it. “We are looking at the technology
and assessing how to do it in a cost
competitive way,” says Lopez, speaking to
EcoGeneration from Brisbane.
Lopez came to Australia from his native
Spain and last year endured the rigours of
quarantine as covid-19 interrupted his
family’s relocation. “I got struck in Spain
and then had to do the quarantine here with
my wife,” he says. “What an experience.”
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Who you
gonna call?
Clean Energy Council technical support officer
Thomas Seymour is part of a crew that keeps solar
installers informed — and on their toes.

That sounds sensible — but what does the
CEC tech team do?
The team is made up of people with full
electrical qualifications. There are eight of
us: seven are accredited solar installers, one
is an electrical engineer with design and
installation accreditations.
We answer questions about installation
compliance, Australian Standards, CEC
guidelines. Installers can call anytime with
technical questions. That’s one of the main
functions. We also monitor incoming
installers, who have to do a practical
assessment, and we run a compliance
program with regulators.
What’s an installer’s first contact with
you guys?
Some will contact us before they’ve done an
RTO [registered training organisation]
course, to get the base units for

accreditation. But a lot don’t contact us until
they’ve done their RTO training, when they
apply for accreditation. They submit all
their electrical qualifications, their
insurances and their RTO training
certificate – then they have to do three
online assessments to be given an
accreditation number to be given
provisional accreditation status.
That’s when they’re required to
complete an installation and submit
photographs and documentation. We
make a desktop audit of it.
Do you have to knock many people back?
Definitely. There are some we reject and
don’t allow into the accreditation program.
For most people it’s a case of working with
them as opposed to just saying no.
When you do your apprenticeship to be an
electrician you study and work for four
years, but to get a solar accreditation you do
a one-week course and apply to do some
online assessments. There are standards you
need to get across to do solar competently.
It’s quite a tricky industry to wrap your
head around when you first start. We always
try to put people back on the right path if
they steer off-track.
How do you do that?
Most of the time it’s a case of working with
them to iron out some kinks or bring to their
attention things they’ve missed in their
RTO training. Training is expensive, so
most of them take it pretty seriously.

‘We tell installers, you’ve got to value your worth
and your accreditation. If they all realised they’ve
got this power, they would stop working for
peanuts for retailers.’
Thomas Seymour, CEC
64 |
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Are you happy with the standard
of RTO training?
Broadly it’s pretty good. There are definitely
some organisations doing a superior job
– and we see it in some of the people who
come through.
We’d like to see more of a feedback loop
back to the RTOs. After pupils graduate the
RTOs don’t really hear from them again. If
there are things missing through their
training, the RTOs won’t necessarily hear
about it. We’d like to be able to flag with
them fairly consistent non-compliances
broadly but also non-compliances coming
through with CEC course applications and
practical assessments.
Can you give an example?
Exclusion zones and clamping zones; the
physical mounting of PV modules on a roof
is a common non-compliance. Inadequate
support and protection of AC and DC
cabling is something we see a lot of. The
installation of DC isolators and DC switch
combiner boxes and enclosures is often a
problem. Voltage rise is a major issue for
grid instability and mismatched DC
connectors is another one.
Do you get any strange inquiries?
I recently got a call asking: how do I
compliantly install pigeon mesh? That was
an offbeat one.
How do you get to hear about noncompliant work?
Our primary source of non-compliance data
is the Clean Energy Regulator. They conduct
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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How did you end up in the tech team at
the Clean Energy Council?
I did an apprenticeship in my early
thirties — it’s been a second career for me.
I did that mostly with commercial
electrical contractors. When I finished the
apprenticeship I went out on my own for
about five years. I was doing solar and
general electrical work but I fell off a
mountain bike and broke my collarbone.
That’s when I decided I needed a little bit
of a change in direction – maybe get off
the tools. Then the opportunity came up
with the CEC.
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audits in tranches; they’re in the middle of a
tranche at the moment of about 3,500 audits.
Once they’ve done the onsite audit,
completed the draft and had a right of reply
period, that’s a final audit. That’s when it
comes to us and we issue demerit points to
the installer’s record and insure the
installation is rectified – so all the noncompliance is fixed.
What happens when an installer starts
getting in trouble with you?
If they’ve got a number of reports or one
severe report we might ask them to do
additional work, like an online assessment
or submit a new practical assessment. The
bulk of [non-compliant reports] is from
misunderstanding. Most installers are
happy to do the right thing; they don’t want
to deal with non-compliance. A lot of the
time it’s simply a case of not keeping up with
changes in the industry.
What you’ve got to remember is the solar
industry moves way, way faster than the rest
of the electrical industry. Technology is
moving very rapidly, regulators are trying to
catch up all the time and installers are
trying to keep pace with that change. It’s
incredibly difficult for them to constantly
know exactly what they are meant to do.
Do you get the feeling installers are
rushed off their feet?
Some installers are under the impression
they don’t have any power in the situation.
They feel they’re at the behest of all the
regulators and the retailers they work for.
We’ll often point out to them on the phone,
you guys are the ones with the
accreditation. You do hold the responsibility
but you actually have a lot more power than
you think you do. A retailer can’t exist
without an installer. Under Australian
consumer law you’re not allowed to sell
something you can’t install.
If they [retailers] don’t have an installer
working for them, they can’t do anything.
Whereas an installer can easily sell a
system. We tell installers, you’ve got to value
your worth and your accreditation. If they
all realised they’ve got this power, they
would stop working for peanuts for retailers.
That’s good to hear…
I don’t have a problem with the retail
situation fundamentally. But the reality is
the retailers sell for fixed prices and they
compete on price, not quality. Then they
drive the install price down and push the
installers to install for less and less.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Are you taking many inquiries about
battery storage?
Yes, it’s getting bigger and bigger. Our gridconnect battery storage applications have
gone up by a huge amount.
Do you have any concerns about the
standard of battery storage work?
One of the good things about grid-connect
storage applications is they come from
people who have been installing solar for
quite a while. They’ve gone through a
period of learning, with some mistakes
along the way, and their work’s pretty clean
after that. Then they go for grid-connect
battery storage.
It’s still pretty new. Time will tell.
Fortunately, batteries have come into their
own at a time when we’re getting more
integrated product. It’s a better solution
than people building their own systems out
of parts.
What new tools is the tech team
working on?
We’re working on the “Myjobs” project at
the moment, which is a job tracking tool.
We’ve been working on that for nearly two
years. You can go on the app as an
accredited person and record all the details
of your job, the configuration, the products
involved. It also has tools to assist working
out string fusing, your fire emergency label
and system performance estimate.
We’re also adding a commissioning
sheet tool and voltage rise tool. We’re
building it out so that it’s something
installers can use to really keep track of
their work and to help them remain
compliant. Should they have an audit, say,

they can go back to a job record and prove
what they did. We think it will be popular.
Great, now tell us about your collarbone.
I was riding a trail … I just wasn’t paying
much attention!

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
Australian Hydrogen Conference
26-27 May 2021, Sydney
informa.com.au/event/conference/australianhydrogen-conference/
Australian Clean Energy Summit
13-14 July 2021, Sydney
cleanenergysummit.com.au/
Energy Next
13-14 July 2021, Sydney
energynext.com.au/en-gb.html
Solar Energy Future Australia 2021
19-20 July 2021, Melbourne
leader-associates.com/sefa
Connecting Green Hydrogen APAC 2021
19-21 July 2021, Melbourne
greenhydrogenevents.com/
Enlit Australia
21-22 July 2021, Melbourne
enlit-australia.com/
EN2021
9-11 November 2021, Brisbane
energynetworks.com.au/events/en2021/
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Clean energy market wrap
LARGE-SCALE GENERATION
CERTIFICATE MARKET

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY
CERTIFICATE MARKET

Following the passage of the 2020
compliance date the spot LGC market has
been rangebound within the $32-$35 region,
with reasonable volatility within that
bound. The main discussion points in the
market remain similar to the past two years,
in terms of whether predicted surpluses of
LGCs for 2021 will be realised or whether
project delays and curtailments will erode
supply leaving shortfall strategies to ensure
a surplus once again.
On that note, the lack of publication by
the Clean Energy Regulator of the 2020
shortfall has caused some confusion. The
numbers are usually released within a
month or two of the compliance date.

The release of the 2021 Small-scale
Technology Percentage in early March saw
the spot STC market climb from the high$38s to a fleeting high of $39.40 before
progressively losing ground into early April,
when another more modest rally saw the
spot reach $39.05.
The passage of first-quarter compliance
in late April saw a slow reduction in spot
prices. Forward markets were very busy
across this period.
In terms of the target, a figure of 28.8%
was announced, which is expected to be
equivalent to 50.67 million STCs
surrendered across 2021. This figure is
comprised of 42.1 million STCs expected to
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be created in 2021 and 8.6 million as the
CER’s calculation of the surplus rolled
forward from 2020. At a weekly average of
810,000 STC creations, the target is being
well exceeded with the actual weekly
creation thus far tallying 925,000.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS
The sharp rally continued in the VEEC
market with supply over February to April
not increasing as much as many expected
and little confidence that neither other
existing nor any proposed activities will be
able to fill the void left by the looming
removal of lighting.
The first major change will be a 35%
reduction in the number of VEECs per
install for residential lighting on June 30.
After that, on July 31 the emissions factor
will reduce by about 15%, reducing the
number of VEECs created by all
methodologies. At the same time the
scheme’s shortfall penalty will increase
from $50 to $70, increasing the scheme’s
ceiling price from about $70 to about $100,
after tax considerations.
The ESC market was generally stable
from late February to the end of April with
the spot market tethered either side of the
$30 mark across that time. ESC supply has
remained healthy across the early part of
2021, with all eyes on the June 30 cut-off
date for the previous year’s creation, which
in recent times has seen June produce
enormous numbers of ESCs.
A decision on the future of lighting under
the scheme has not been made, with the
Victorian experience perhaps encouraging
NSW decision makers to take an even more
gradual approach.
The above information has been provided by
TFS Green and relates, unless otherwise
indicated, to the spot prices in Australian
dollars as of April 30, 2021.

Marco Stella is senior broker,
environmental markets at
TFS Green Australia.
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